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Dedicating the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival is a special occasion as there have been
only three such honors over the years. This year’s Festival is dedicated to the memory of founding
Board member Lee Jones and long-time member and volunteer Roz Fierberg, both of whom passed
away earlier this year. Everyone at the Film Society feels enriched by their love of film, strong
commitment to supporting the organization’s efforts, and contagious enthusiasm. As you read on,
we hope you will get a sense of how lucky the Film Society is to have had Lee and Roz as part of
the RBFS family from early on.

Lee Jones

Roslyn (Roz) Fierberg:
Lee was a member of the Founding
RBFS Board of Directors. His wife
Carol recalls that after one of the first
meetings, Lee came home and said
“these crazy people think they can put
on a Film Festival by November.” Well
it can be said that Lee was one of those
crazy people because he worked hard
with the entire Board to make that
1998 Film Festival a reality.

With job experience in stage, screen, and television, it
was film production that Lee fell in love with because he
admired the process (and learned he could finally pay the
bills!) Lee’s career was beneficial to the Film Society in
several ways, one of which was his ability to lure filmindustry professionals to participate in Festival seminars.
Lee was so committed to the Film Society that after a break
from serving as a Founding Board member, he returned to
serve another term. Lee understood that Board members
had to wear many hats and that all the work — even the
nitty gritty, was important. With his usual gusto, he took
on the task of delivering posters to businesses throughout
Rehoboth Beach for several years. An official accounting
was never reported but he surely earned “marathon
credits” for completing that physical task.
Lee was very supportive of the Film Society’s outreach
efforts, especially with youth. For years he donated a
variety of trade publications to the Film Society for youth
who were interested in television, radio, or film careers.
He also offered terrific ideas for the Film Society’s Fun
with Filmmaking summer program for children.
Lee was a jolly fellow who always seemed to enjoy life.
Anyone lucky enough to engage in a conversation with
Lee, walked away happy because his good spirits were
contagious!

Roz Fierberg was a transplant to Bethany
Beach from Detroit along with her
husband Morris. She loved the Delaware
coastline but missed the spunk of theaters
committed to making international and
independent cinema available. When
she learned about the creation of an
independent film festival, she saw it as a
new adventure and jumped on board.
Roz was a true film buff as well as an opinionated critic!
During the early summer film reviews, she loved the dynamic
discussions about whether a film should be selected for the
Festival. Nothing gave her more pleasure and pride than
seeing the audience fall in love with a film she had championed
months earlier.
She also used her retail skills to help raise money for the Film
Society by establishing the Festival’s Merchandise Booth. To
say Roz was a natural deal negotiator says it all.
Roz also encouraged, maybe persuaded, all right - she
twisted her sons’ arms to get involved. Even though they were
busy developing their own careers as a film producer and a
cinematographer, Roz recruited their involvement which
included screening their latest films, facilitating Q&As, and
conducting seminars.
By engaging and giving much of herself, Roz said she received
so much in return. Friends, conversations, community and a
sense of participation gave her a real feeling of having a new
life, with brand new prospects and wonderful experiences.
When Roz’s husband passed away, the family created the
Morris Fierberg Student award to encourage young filmmakers
and support their artistic efforts. It was with great pride
that a family legacy was established in the spirit of excellent
adventure. When her name was added to the Award, she made
a self-effacing joke, and beamed with that infectious smile that
always brought great joy to all who knew and loved her, and to
everyone who met her.

We are sure that Roz and Lee will be part of this year’s Festival in some way. We can visualize them
sharing a happy hour cocktail and then engaging in a lively debate about the quality of a film, Lee
with a technical eye and Roz from a political perspective! They may not share the same opinion
about the film, but they will surely agree it is another wonderful Film Festival.

We miss you Roz and Lee. You will always be cherished
members of the Rehoboth Beach Film Society family. Cheers!
RBFS Board of Directors and Staff

F e s ti v a l D e d ic a ti o n

Festival Dedication
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G o v e r n o r ’ s L e tt e r

Dear Film Enthusiasts,
Welcome to the thirteenth year of the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival.
This Film Festival, the largest in the State, presents a unique selection of wonderful American and
international independent films, including shorts, documentaries, and features. The Festival also
includes a Regional Showcase which provides screening opportunities for both emerging filmmakers
from the area and films about the surrounding area.
By connecting people with the cinematic arts, the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival entertains,
educates, and enriches the cultural life of film buffs of all ages.
Whether you are a resident of or a visitor to the State of Delaware, I know you will enjoy this superb
cultural event.

Sincerely,

Jack Markell
Governor

W e l c o m e L e tt e r
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Dear Friends and Supporters of the Festival:
Welcome to the thirteenth year of the Rehoboth Beach Film
Society’s major contribution to Delaware’s vibrant arts culture.
Thank you for taking part in its continued success!

Fritz Schranck

President, Board of Directors,
Rehoboth Beach Film Society

Film Festival Budget
Revenue:
Festival Support
Grants		
Sales		
Ticket sales
Other		
TOTAL		

$ 31,590
$ 12,203
$ 13,200
$ 142,000
$ 10,095
$ 209,088

Expenses:
Advertising
Box Office
Film expenses
Insurance		
Office and Other
Payroll Expenses
Phone & Utilities
Postage		
Printing		
Rent		
Sales		
Travel & Guests
TOTAL		
Net Income

$ 17,200
$ 18,615
$ 51,350
$ 4,198
$ 8,712
$ 61,900
$ 2,480
$ 1,480
$ 27,840
$ 25,458
$ 10,900
$ 4,000
$234,133
($ 25,045)

How can you help
bridge the gap?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Become a member
Renew at a higher level
Become a Sponsor
Purchase a program ad
Sponsor a film
Support RBFS fundraising
activities throughout the year.

Your support is appreciated!

The continuing troubles in our national, regional, and
local economy also challenge the Society as it works
to maintain its programming. This year, for example,
sponsor contributions toward the Festival dropped
by one-third, largely from regional businesses. We
therefore deeply appreciate the continued support
from the area’s smaller businesses, which have been
very generous in the past. We certainly understand
that some just could not commit to being a sponsor
this year, but hope that when the economy turns
around, they will come back. The Festival and the
Society’s other programs provide a significant boost
to the local economy, and that fact is not lost on our
local business community.
The Society also knows that individual members
have faced just as many financial challenges as
any business, and took that into account in setting
membership dues and Festival ticket prices for
2010. We demonstrated our commitment to keep the
cinematic arts affordable, by keeping our prices and
dues at the same level for the third consecutive year.
At the same time, we tweaked our member benefit
structure to provide a bit more for your money than
we were able to do last year.
While the Festival remains our signature event of the
year, many members also enjoyed our successful
Art House Theater years at the Movies at Midway.
Although that experiment ran its course, the Board
is actively working to develop a new year-round
venue of our own, to restore the Art House Theater
at a new location in the Cape Region, owned and
operated by the Society. Read your emails and
Society newsletters in the coming months for more
information, as we work toward initiating a capital
campaign to make our Theater the newest cultural
opportunity in southern Delaware.

This year’s Film Festival continues the
excitement of those that came before it.
The Wednesday Locals Night repeats the screening
schedules for eight movies, but also gives Associate
Producer members a chance to buy their tickets
for the rest of the Festival that afternoon. This
opportunity should reduce the Box Office crowds on
Thursday morning, and also give these members a
chance to enjoy more of the Festival offerings.
The Festival’s morning movie viewing options continue
to include Friday, Saturday, and Sunday, and have
been very popular with our patrons. In addition, we
have several great film seminars scheduled through

the Festival, and a focus on Indian films should make
for compelling viewing.
Naturally, none of this is cheap or easy to produce.
Film Festival proceeds do not cover the production
costs, such as tent rental, tent utilities, film
screening fees, and film shipping charges. That’s
why we always appreciate your additional financial
support, through the member dues you pay, the
tickets and merchandise you buy, and your taxdeductible contributions!
Our dedicated staff handles all the work of the Society,
led by Executive Director Sue Early, Education/
Outreach Coordinator Wendi Dennis, and Festival
Program Director Joe Bilancio, along with support
from Cindy Hall, Malcolm Keen, Nancy Knapp, Gloria
Walls, and Chuck Patalive. The Festival and yearround programming couldn’t happen without them,
in addition to more than three hundred dedicated
volunteers who collectively contribute thousands
of hours each year. If you’d like to be a part of this
community contribution as a volunteer or in some
other way, we’d be happy to oblige!
The Society also deeply appreciates the significant
backing of its sponsors and benefactors, including
the Delaware Division of the Arts. Please help us
show our appreciation by visiting and supporting the
many fine businesses and professions who sponsor
this Festival or support us with advertisements in
this Program.
We’ll continue to work to improve our service to the
film-loving community, including expansion of our
online presence at rehobothfilm.com. Check our
website often between now and the next Festival,
and see what else we have to offer!
Please use the comment form (in this program) or on
our website to share your suggestions for additional
improvements—suggestions of events, operational
enhancements, and additional funding sources
we should explore. Your input will be an important
element to the mix of ideas we’ll consider adopting,
as we work to keep the Rehoboth Beach Film Society
in the forefront of Delaware’s cultural offerings.

Enjoy the Festival!
Fritz Schranck
President, Board of Directors

S p o n s o r A p p r e ci a ti o n
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Production of the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival is made possible
through the support of many businesses, both large and small. The Rehoboth
Beach Film Society thanks the following businesses for their generous support
which collectively helps make this Festival a wonderful, cultural event for
thousands of film buffs:

Media Sponsors

Presenting Sponsors

Corporate Sponsors

Accommodations Sponsors
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Arena’s Café (Rehoboth Beach)
Arena’s Café (Villiage of 5 Points)
Arena’s Deli & Bar
Cape Gazette

Metro Tech
Tanger Outlet Center
United Distributors of Delaware
WXPN FM

Contributing Sponsors
Atlantic Horizons
Delmarva Online
Duwayne R. Litz, Realtor
Indo-American Association of DE

Prudential Gallo REALTORS
Public Radio Delmarva
Summer House Restaurant
The SEA BOVA Associates, Inc.

William F. McManus & David P. Nelson

S p o nsors
Boardwalk Builders
Curtis J. Leciejewski DDS MAGD
Community Bank Delaware
Delaware Electric Cooperative
Hole By Hole
Jack Lingo Realtor

Jakes Seafood Restaurant
Nicola Pizza
Wawa Food Market #849
Weston Woods
Wilmington Savings Fund Society
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PROGRAMMERS MESSAGE
I knew the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film
Festival audiences were film fanatics, but last
year you took it to a whole new level. Braving
horrible weather and following detours, you were
determined to not miss a film! I love my job. It
really is the audience appreciation that motivates
me to continually program the best festival. So if
you keep braving the elements, I will keep rewarding
Joe Bilancio

Festival Program Director
Rehoboth Beach Independent
Film Festival

your efforts.
This year the festival is once again a blend of genres and films representing over 35
countries including Chad, the Occupied Territories of Palestine, Tibet and Georgia;
locations that generally do not offer many films. Country Spotlight will feature India
screening a blend of blockbusters and independent films showing just a little of the
breadth of that country’s film industry (the largest in the world). A sidebar on Action
films shows that independent films and action films are not mutually exclusive
and can work together in a perfect union of sophistication, intrigue and raw action.
Finally we look at controversial or difficult films and how rewarding they can be
if viewed in the proper framework and mindset. A few festival films use violence
and others slow, methodical pacing, to set the context of the films and help create
unease or drama that can’t be conveyed in other ways. So immerse yourself and
get the full experience of these films.
In the line-up there is an unusually high number of films that were nominated
by their respective countries in the Best Foreign Film category for the Academy
Awards: Chameleon (Hungary), Harishchandra Factory (India), Like Stars on Earth (India,
2009), I Killed My Mother (Canada), Letters to Father Jakob (Finland), Milk of Sorrow
(Peru, which was one of the five finalist for the award), The Other Bank (Georgia,
2009) and Protekor (Czech Republic). In addition 2 films, Polytechnique (Canada) and
Nora’s Will (Mexico) swept the major awards at their country’s version of the Oscars.
This year, as in the past the Documentaries include some of the best films you will
see. In a Summer Pasture, a Tibetan family resists the encroaching development in
the harsh landscape, In the film version of the best seller Freakonomics, the idea
of economics is expressed as human psychological response to incentives. It is a
powerhouse line up of directors each tackling one of the subjects. Client 9, The Rise
and Fall of Eliot Spitzer takes a look at politics gone awry while Waste Land follows a
New York artist back to Brazil where he creates portraits out of garbage, by those
who pick garbage for a living.

So here’s hoping for great weather, no major
detours and happy film going for all!
Joe Bilancio
Festival Program Director
Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival
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The Rehoboth Beach Film Society is governed by the following group
of dedicated and talented volunteer Board members:
PRESIDENT: Fritz Schranck		

TREASURER: Gene Dvornick

VICE-PRESIDENT: Eric Kafka

SECRETARY: Darrel Grinstead

Deborah Appleby

Sharon Miken

Midge Smith

Jennie Keith

James Reichert

Perrin Smith

Paul Kuhns

Bob Slavin

Allen Stafford

Staff
Sue Early, Executive Director
Wendi Dennis, Education/Outreach Coordinator
Joe Bilancio, Festival Program Director
Malcolm Keen, Membership Coordinator
Gloria Walls, Administrative Assistant
Cindy Hall, Marketing Coordinator
Chuck Patalive, Website Adminstrator
Nancy Knapp, Bookkeeper

Mission Statement:
The mission of the Rehoboth Beach Film Society is to promote the art of film and, through outreach
initiatives, to entertain, educate, and enrich the cultural life of local and extended communities.
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Board Members

E v e ry t h i n g yo u n e e d to k n ow
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Everything you need to know

about the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival
DATES: Wednesday, November 10 – Sunday, November 14
Theaters:

One (across from the Super Fresh, just north of Rehoboth

Thursday, Nov 11 through Sunday (Nov
14) beginning at 8:00AM - till the start
of the last film.

Beach).

All members can purchase tickets beginning at 8:00AM.

All films will be screened at the Movies at

Midway complex in the Midway Shopping Center on Highway

Film Buff and Student members may purchase tickets each

PARKING:

Free parking is available at the Midway

day for films being screened that day. Starting at 7:00PM
on Friday, Film Buffs and Student members can purchase

Shopping Center

tickets for the remaining days of the Festival.

SCHEDULING YOUR FILMS:

When selecting

films to see, please make sure there is at least 20 minutes

Non-members can purchase tickets, beginning at 9:00AM,

from the ending of one film until the beginning of the next

for films being screened that day.

film as you are required to exit through the exterior doors
and re-enter at the front of the building as per Delaware

Note: A current RBFS membership card must be present

State Fire Marshal regulations.

and can only be used by the person whose name is on the
card. (Additional identification may be required)

TICKET SALES LOCATIONS:
Pre-Festival: Ticket sales for eligible RBFS members take

Ticket sales policy:

place at the RBFS office (107 Truitt Ave. Rehoboth Beach)

a more equitable distribution of tickets and greater access

In order to help ensure

to films for all attendees, the following policies apply to all

During the Festival: All ticket sales take place at the

Festival ticket sales:

Festival Box Office in the Big Tent located behind the

RBFS individual members may purchase (2) tickets

Midway Shopping Center. Access is from the parking lot
behind the stores, or via the “cut-through” between the
Duron Paint store and JavaByte Cafe.

WHO CAN PURCHASE TICKETS
AND WHEN?
Pre-Festival Sales: (Oct 25 – Nov 5) at the RBFS office
(107 Truitt Ave, Rehoboth Beach) from 9:30 AM – 4:30 PM,
Monday – Friday.

Contributing Director, Director, and Executive
Producer members are eligible to purchase tickets
during the Pre-Festival sales period.

Wednesday, Nov 10 beginning at 2:30PM till the start of the last film.
All members and the general public can purchase films
for Wednesday films.

Associate Producer members (only) are eligible to
purchase tickets for the entire Festival.

per film title.

RBFS couple members may purchase (4) tickets

per film title.

Non-members may purchase two tickets per film
title on the day of the screening only.

TICKET PRICES:

A separate ticket must be

purchased for each film. [Please note tickets are non-refundable]

General Admission:		
Senior Admission: 		

$9.00 per ticket
$8.00 per ticket

(60 years of age or older)

Youth Admission: 		

$8.00 per ticket

(11 years old or younger)

Student membership: 		
(must have current photo student ID)

EXCHANGE FEE:

$8.00 per ticket

There is a $1.00 processing

fee for all ticket exchanges if you decide to change your
screening time or film selection. An exchange must be
conducted at least one hour in advance of the start time
printed on the ticket being turned in.
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PAYMENT OPTIONS:

tickets at the RBFS office for Wednesday, November 10 films only.

are accepted as payment for ticket sales, membership and

The terms of the Ticket Sales Policy (on previous page) apply to

merchandise. Checks are not accepted. Cash payment only at the

purchases for Locals Night.

Beverage Booth please.

PRIORITY SEATING:

Certain membership and sponsor

Cash, Visa, or MasterCard

THEATER HOUSE RULES:

levels are entitled to priority seating as a corresponding benefit.

1) Please understand that the Management of the Movies at

Please respect the policy of reserving a seat for you and one guest

Midway will not allow backpacks, large bags, recording devices,

only. Only the priority seating badge holder may enter the theater

or beverages of any kind into the theater. To avoid potential

in advance. Your cooperation is appreciated.

inconveniences, please refrain from bringing extra baggage.

BECOMING A FILM SOCIETY MEMBER:

2) The Delaware State Fire Marshal requires all audience members
If you

to exit each theater through the exterior door, not the hallway

are not a member, you may easily join the Rehoboth Beach Film

entrance. Compliance is required by all regardless of the weather,

Society and start enjoying your benefits right away by completing

Film Society membership level, or the starting time of your next

the membership form on page 106 and mailing it with your dues

film. Your cooperation is appreciated.

to the Film Society Office, registering in person at the Film Society
Office, registering at the Membership Booth in the Big Tent during
the Festival, or registering online at any time.

FOOD:

throughout the Festival. This is a great place to relax, meet new
friends, and share information about the great films you’ve seen!
Help us make this a Green Festival by disposing

recyclables in the appropriate recycling containers in the Big Tent.
Thank you.

MERCHANDISE:

beepers, etc) during film screenings.
4) No cameras or other recording devices may be used during film

Enjoy food and beverages in our Lounge in the Big Tent

RECYCLING:

3) Please be sure to turn off all electronic devices (cell phones,

screenings.

Theater Accessibility:

Elevators are available

for assistance to the upstairs screening room. Ask any theater
employee for directions to the elevator.

Lost & Found:

If you’ve misplaced your glasses, think you

left a sweater on a Theater chair, or you found keys in the parking
Inventory is limited so don’t wait to buy

this year’s Festival souvenirs. Take advantage of this opportunity to

lot, please go to the Lost & Found box at the Information Booth in
the Big Tent. All discovered materials will be kept at this location.

purchase quality merchandise at reasonable prices for upcoming
holiday gifts.

PLEASE SUPPORT MOVIES AT MIDWAY!
Movies at Midway is supportive of the Film Society by donating the use of the screening room for the Around The World series.
Please show your appreciation by purchasing your snacks from the Movies at Midway concessions booth.

Note: The Film Society works hard to make sure this program is accurate. Please understand that we depend on other festivals, distributors,
delivery people, and filmmakers to send films on time. Sometimes problems do occur which are beyond our control. Call the Festival office at
302-645-9095, check our website at www.rehobothfilm.com and read notices in the Big Tent for the most current information.

ENJOY THE FESTIVAL!

E v e ry t h i n g yo u n e e d to k n ow

LOCALS’ NIGHT: Beginning Nov 1, Associate Producers,
Film Buffs, Student members, and the general public may purchase

A u d i e n c e Aw a r d s a n d Fi l m G u i d e
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audience awards
Each viewer will receive a ballot for each film that you attend. Please complete each and every ballot, selecting the
description that best describes your personal rating of the film. The choices are:

Poor

/

Fair

/

Good

/

Very Good

/

Outstanding

Ballots are to be placed in the Ballot Box at the Theater’s exit. Every vote is counted and is very important to
the overall process of selecting the best films at this year’s festival including Best Feature, Best Short, Best
Documentary, and Best Debut Feature.
Audience Awards are announced at the Closing Celebration on Sunday evening in the Big Tent. Although there are
no financial prizes that accompany these awards at this time, the Producers and Directors are entitled to bragging
rights when their film wins a film festival award as determined by audience voting. In respect of the hard work
devoted to each and every film, please be sure to complete your ballot and deposit it in the ballot boxes located at
the exit doors. Thank you.

FILM SELECTION
It is the practice of the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival to program a selection of films that represents a
moderate balance of diversity, genre, focal issues, and demographics.

Film Guidance system
The Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival screens films of artistic merit from around the world. Many
of these films have not been rated by the Motion Picture Association of America and may contain material not
suitable for minors. In an effort to provide as much information as possible for viewers, the RBFS has created
a guidance system that can be used as part of the film selection process. Codes were assigned to films, when
applicable, to the best of the Film Society’s ability. Film viewers and parents of minors, are strongly encouraged
to read the movie descriptions and codes, and to use individual discretion when selecting films for viewing. RBFS
employees and Board members are available to answer any questions about the content of any film.

= may contain some offensive language

= may contain some nudity

= may contain some violence

= may contain lesbian/gay orientation

= may contain some sexual content

Fi l m Sc h e d u l e
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FILM SCHEDULE
Friday, Nov. 12th

WEDNESday, nov. 10th
Title

page	

Start

End

title		

page

Start

End

Anita		
Client 9		
Night Catches Us
Elena Undone
Animal Kingdom
Get Low		
Mayor Cupcake
Peepli Live

34
59
47
36
34
38
76
49

5:30 PM
5:30 PM
5:40 PM
5:45 PM
7:40 PM
7:50 PM
8:00 PM
8:00 PM

7:20 PM
7:30 PM
7:15 PM
7:40 PM
9:40 PM
9:35 PM
9:45 PM
9:50 PM

Title		

page	

Start

End

A Matter of Size
Like Stars on Earth
Soundtrack for a Revolution
Purple Sea
Children of God
Tehroun
Largo Winch
Freakonomics
Everything I Know... (Shorts)
Lebanon
Bride Flight
Protektor
A Screaming Man
Milk of Sorrow
Eyes Wide Open
Mesrine: Killer Instinct
Mugabe and the White African
Sister Smile
The Other Bank
Udaan		
How I Ended This Summer
Me, Too		
Sound of Noise
Nora’s Will
Waste Land
Chameleon
Mesrine: Public Enemy No.1
A Marine Story
Casino Jack
Harishchandrachi Factory
Sasha		
Animal Kingdom
Anita		
Short Stories (Shorts)
Letters to Father Jakob
Katalin Varga
Polytechnique
Undertow

36
45
63
50
36
54
43
61
70
44
35
50
33
47
38
46
62
53
48
54
41
45
53
48
64
35
46
32
58
39
52
34
34
66
44
43
49
55

12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:10 PM
12:15 PM
12:20 PM
12:25 PM
12:40 PM
1:45 PM
2:00 PM
2:20 PM
2:20 PM
2:30 PM
2:30 PM
2:50 PM
3:10 PM
4:00 PM
4:20 PM
4:25 PM
4:30 PM
4:35 PM
4:45 PM
4:55 PM
5:30 PM
6:00 PM
6:20 PM
6:45 PM
6:55 PM
7:00 PM
7:05 PM
7:20 PM
7:25 PM
8:05 PM
8:30 PM
8:55 PM
9:05 PM
9:20 PM
9:20 PM

1:40 PM
2:50 PM
1:25 PM
2:00 PM
2:05 PM
2:00 PM
2:20 PM
2:10 PM
3:40 PM
3:55 PM
4:35 PM
4:05 PM
4:15 PM
4:10 PM
4:25 PM
5:10 PM
5:40 PM
6:25 PM
6:00 PM
6:50 PM
6:45 PM
6:35 PM
6:40 PM
7:05 PM
7:45 PM
8:10 PM
9:05 PM
8:35 PM
9:20 PM
8:45 PM
9:05 PM
9:20 PM
9:55 PM
10:10 PM
10:15 PM
10:30 PM
10:40 PM
11:00 PM

Night Catches Us
The Secret Diaries of Anne Lister
Budrus		
Lebanon
The Other Bank
A Matter of Size
Eyes Wide Open
Elena Undone
Udaan		
Enemies of the People
Sound of Noise
Alamar		
Anita		
Joan Crawford’s Home Movies
Bride Flight
Chameleon
Tehroun		
10% Shorts
Largo Winch
Nora’s Will
Summer Pasture
Children of God
A Screaming Man
Harishchandrachi Factory
Animal Kingdom
Soundtrack for a Revolution
Mesrine: Killer Instinct
Purple Sea
I Killed My Mother
Regional Shorts
Casino Jack
Like Stars on Earth
Sons of Perdition
Get Low		
Protektor
Peepli Live
Mayor Cupcake
Mesrine: Public Enemy No.1
Everything I Know... (Shorts)
Freakonomics
Katalin Varga
Polytechnique

47
52
58
44
48
36
38
36
54
59
53
33
34
76
35
35
54
68
43
48
63
36
33
39
34
63
46
50
41
78
58
45
62
38
50
49
76
46
70
61
43
49

10:00 AM
10:00 AM
10:10 AM
10:20 AM
10:25 AM
12:00 PM
12:00 PM
12:15 PM
12:20 PM
12:30 PM
12:30 PM
12:40 PM
12:45 PM
1:55 PM
2:00 PM
2:20 PM
2:30 PM
2:30 PM
2:40 PM
3:00 PM
3:10 PM
3:20 PM
4:30 PM
4:30 PM
4:45 PM
4:50 PM
5:00 PM
5:00 PM
5:30 PM
5:30 PM
6:30 PM

11:35 AM
11:35 AM
11:40 AM
12:15 PM
12:00 PM
1:35 PM
1:35 PM
2:10 PM
2:40 PM
2:10 PM
2:15 PM
2:00 PM
2:35 PM
3:00 PM
4:15 PM
4:10 PM
4:10 PM
4:30 PM
4:35 PM
4:35 PM
5:10 PM
5:10 PM
6:15 PM
6:10 PM
6:40 PM
6:15 PM
7:00 PM
6:50 PM
7:15 PM
7:35 PM
8:50 PM
9:30 PM
8:15 PM
8:45 PM
8:55 PM
9:10 PM
9:10 PM
10:20 PM
10:30 PM
10:35 PM
10:40 PM
10:50 PM

Thursday, nov. 11th

6:40 PM
6:40 PM
7:00 PM
7:10 PM
7:20 PM
7:25 PM
8:00 PM
8:35 PM
9:05 PM
9:15 PM
9:30 PM
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Sunday, nov. 14th

Title			PAGE

Start

End

Title			PAGE

Start

End

Me, Too		

45

10:00 AM

11:50 AM

A Matter of Size

36

10:00 AM

11:35 AM

Mugabe and the White African

62

10:00 AM

11:40 AM

Harvest		

39

10:00 AM

12:00 PM

Nora’s Will

48

10:15 AM

11:50 AM

Bride Flight

35

10:10 AM

12:25 PM

Client 9		

59

10:20 AM

12:20 PM

Client 9		

59

10:15 AM

12:20 PM

How I Ended This Summer

41

10:25 AM

12:35 PM

Sister Smile

53

10:20 AM

12:30 PM

Sasha			

52

10:25 AM

12:10 PM

10% Shorts

68

10:25 AM

12:20 PM

A Matter of Size

36

10:35 AM

12:10 PM

Mugabe and the White African

62

10:30 AM

12:10 PM

Cost Of A Soul (Regional)

77

12:00 PM

1:30 PM

Nora’s Will

48

10:30 AM

12:05 PM

Milk of Sorrow

47

12:10 PM

1:50 PM

Lebanon

44

11:55 AM

1:50 PM

Bride Flight

35

12:15 PM

2:30 PM

Summer Pasture

63

12:20 PM

2:20 PM

Waste Land

64

12:30 PM

2:15 PM

Animal Kingdom

34

12:25 PM

2:20 PM

Night Catches Us

47

12:35 PM

2:10 PM

Audience Favorite #3

12:30 PM

2:35 PM

Undertow

55

12:45 PM

2:30 PM

Undertow

55

12:40 PM

2:25 PM

Short Stories (Shorts)

66

12:55 PM

2:35 PM

Letters to Father Jakob

44

12:45 PM

2:05 PM

Budrus		

58

1:50 PM

3:15 PM

Purple Sea

50

12:50 PM

2:40 PM

The Secret Diaries of Anne Lister

52

2:10 PM

3:45 PM

Night Catches Us

47

12:55 PM

2:30 PM

Get Low

38

2:30 PM

4:15 PM

Audience Favorite #4

2:10 PM

4:15 PM

Joan Crawford’s Home Movies

76

2:40 PM

3:45 PM

Anita			

34

2:25 PM

4:15 PM

Mesrine: Killer Instinct

46

2:50 PM

4:50 PM

Get Low

38

2:40 PM

4:25 PM

Tehroun

54

2:50 PM

4:30 PM

Enemies of the People

59

2:45 PM

4:25 PM

The Other Bank

48

3:00 PM

4:35 PM

Largo Winch

43

2:45 PM

4:40 PM

Out of Annapolis (Regional)

77

3:35 PM

5:20 PM

Short Stories (Shorts)

66

2:50 PM

4:30 PM

Harvest		

39

4:05 PM

6:00 PM

Last Train Home

61

2:55 PM

4:25 PM

Elena Undone

36

4:10 PM

6:05 PM

Alamar		

33

3:00 PM

4:20 PM

4:40 PM

6:45 PM

Audience Favorite #1
A Screaming Man

33

4:50 PM

6:35 PM

Protektor

50

4:50 PM

6:35 PM

Mesrine: Public Enemy No.1

50

5:20 PM

7:40 PM

Sons of Perdition

EVENTS SCHEDULE: nov. 11th-14th
Day	Title	

Start

End

46

5:40 PM

7:15 PM

Wed

Screenwriting with Khris Baxter

10:00 AM

1:00 PM

Sound of Noise plus Dogfish Shorts 53

6:15 PM

8:15 PM

Thurs

Screenwriting Intensive Workshop

10:00 AM

NOON

Putty Hill (Regional)

77

6:25 PM

8:00 PM

Last Train Home

61

7:00 PM

8:30 PM

Thurs Indian Film Seminar:
From Bollywood and Beyond

10:00 AM

11:30 AM

Peepli Live

49

7:00 PM

8:50 PM

Thurs A Conversation with Khris Baxter

Audience Favorite #2		

7:10 PM

9:15 PM

Mayor Cupcake

76

7:35 PM

9:20 PM

Lebanon

44

8:00 PM

9:55 PM

A Marine Story

32

8:20 PM

10:00 PM

I Killed My Mother

41

8:35 PM

10:20 PM

Chameleon

35

8:50 PM

10:40 PM

Katalin Varga

43

9:10 PM

Freakonomics

61

Polytechnique

49

Alamar		

33

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

Seminar: From Script to Screen…
and Beyond

9:00 AM

10:30 AM

Sat

Henna

6:00 PM

Sat

Indian Tea Time

6:00 PM

Sat

Dogfish Head Beer Tasting

8:30 PM

10:35 PM

Sat

Bollywood Dance

9:15 PM

9:35 PM

11:05 PM

Sun

9:35 PM

10:55 PM

A Conversation with Matthew
Porterfield

9:00 AM

10:30 AM

9:40 PM

10:55 PM

Sun

36 Hour Film Challenge Screenings

NOON

2:00 PM

Sun

Closing Night Celebration

5:00 PM

7:00 PM

Sun

Bollywood Dance

6:30 PM

Sat

7:00 PM

Fi l m Sc h e d u l e

Saturday, nov. 13th
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Title

Type

page

Title

A Marine Story
A Matter of Size
A Rock and a Hard Place
A Screaming Man
Alamar
Ana’s Playground

Feature
Feature
Regional Short
Feature
Feature
Everything...Learned
From Children - Shorts
Feature
Feature
Short Stories (Shorts)
10% Shorts

32
36
78
33
33

Short Stories (Shorts)
Feature
Documentary
Everything...Learned
From Children - Shorts
Careful With That
Everything...Learned
Power Tool
From Children - Shorts
Casino Jack
Documentary
Chameleon
Feature
Children of God
Feature
Client 9
Documentary
Cortege, The
Short Stories (Shorts)
Cost Of A Soul
Regional Feature
Cried Suicide
10% Shorts
Curious Thing
10% Shorts
Day I Grew Up, The
Everything...Learned
From Children - Shorts
Delmer Builds a Machine
Everything...Learned
From Children - Shorts
Elena Undone
Feature
Ending
Short Stories (Shorts)
Enemies of the People
Documentary
Eyes Wide Open
Feature
Father Christmas Dosen’t
Everything...Learned
Come Here
From Children - Shorts
Freakonomics
Documentary
Gayby
10% Shorts
Get Low
Feature
Harishchandrachi Factory
Feature
Harry the Dirty Dog.
Children’s
Cinema Corner
Harvest
Feature
Hen’s & Chicks
10% Shorts
How Do Dinosaurs Say
Children’s Cinema
Go To School?
Corner
How I Ended This Summer
Feature
I Killed My Mother
Feature
If I Can’t Dance
Regional Short
Joan Crawford’s Home Movies Special Screening
Jog
Regional Short
Katalin Varga
Feature
Kavi
Short Stories (Shorts)
Largo Winch
Feature

67
35
58

Last Resort, The
Last Train Home
Lebanon
Letters To Father Jakob
Like Stars on Earth
Mama
Mayor Cupcake
Me, Too
Mesrine: Killer Instinct
Mesrine: Public Enemy No.1
Milk of Sorrow
Mugabe and the White African
Night Catches Us
Nora’s Will
Other Bank, The
Out of Annapolis
Peepli Live
Polytechnique
Protektor
Public Relations
Purple Sea
Putty Hill
Queer Pet Adventures
Sasha
Secret Diaries of Anne Lister
She’s A Fox

Animal Kingdom
Anita
Aphrodite’s Farm
Armoire, The
Because There Are Things
You Never Forget
Bride Flight
Budrus
Careful With That Axe

70
34
34
66
69

71
72
58
35
36
59
67
77
69
68
70
71
36
66
59
38
71
61
69
38
39
97
39
68
97
41
41
78
76
78
43
66
43

Type

Regional Short
Documentary
Feature
Feature
Feature
Short Stories (Shorts)
Special Screening
Feature
Feature
Feature
Feature
Documentary
Feature
Feature
Feature
Regional Documentary
Feature
Feature
Feature
10% Shorts
Feature
Regional Feature
10% Shorts
Feature
Feature
Everything...Learned
From Children - Shorts
Sister Smile
Feature
Six Dollar Fifty Man
Everything...Learned
From Children - Shorts
Sons of Perdition
Documentary
Sound of Noise
Feature
Soundtrack for a Revolution Documentary
Splat the Cat
Children’s
Cinema Corner
Spoon
Children’s
Cinema Corner
Summer Pasture
Documentary
Superdigital
Short Stories (Shorts)
Superhero
Everything...Learned
From Children - Shorts
Tehroun
Feature
The Pigeon Wants a Hot Dog! Children’s
Cinema Corner
Train, The
Short Stories (Shorts)
Udaan
Feature
Undertow
Feature
Waste Land
Documentary
Wheels on the Bus
Children’s
Cinema Corner

page
78
61
44
44
45
67
76
45
46
46
47
62
47
48
48
77
49
49
50
68
50
77
68
52
52
70
53
71
46
53
63
97
97
63
66
70
54
97
67
54
55
64
97
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Wednesday, nov. 10th
5:00 PM

8:00 PM

6:00 PM

9:00 PM

7:00 PM

10:00 PM

Thursday, nov. 1 1th

friday, nov. 12th

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

10:00 PM

11:00 PM

11:00 PM
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film planner
Saturday, nov. 13th

Sunday, nov. 14th

10:00 AM

10:00 AM

11:00 AM

11:00 AM

12:00 PM

12:00 PM

1:00 PM

1:00 PM

2:00 PM

2:00 PM

3:00 PM

3:00 PM

4:00 PM

4:00 PM

5:00 PM

5:00 PM

6:00 PM

6:00 PM

7:00 PM

7:00 PM

8:00 PM

8:00 PM

9:00 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

10:00 PM

11:00 PM

11:00 PM

About the cover
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About the Cover
For the third year, the Rehoboth Beach Film Society
engaged the talents of the art community in creating
the theme for the Festival’s artwork. Eleven artists
submitted 12 wonderfully creative and original pieces of
artwork.
The theme for this year’s Festival artwork was inspired
by Nina Stamus’s creative acrylic entitled “Crabs at the
Nina Stamus

Theater”.
Ms. Stamus was introduced to art at an early age from
her father, Steve, who worked as a sculptor for General
Motors and did freelance work. Nina studied at the Art
Institute of Pittsburgh and also took several continuing
education courses after graduating
Since moving to Delaware in 1999, Ms. Stamus has
attended craft shows to sell hand-painted seashell pins
of animals and slate wall hangings portraying ancient
Greek images. She also worked as an editorial cartoonist
for The National Herald, a Greek newspaper based in New
York City.

Original cover art

Currently Nina is working with acrylic on larger canvases
depicting landscapes and humans, also experimenting
with color, texture and mood. Several of her paintings are
on display at the AerieArt Gallery in Rehoboth Beach.
Thank you Nina for the creative artwork which puts a
smile on our faces.

– Rehoboth Beach Film Society
If you are interested in submitting artwork
for the 2011 Festival, please email info@
rehobothfilm.com for guidelines and due date.
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Each year more and more people join the Rehoboth Beach
Independent Film Festival experience. A growing audience ensures
the Festival will remain vibrant but also presents some challenges.
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society Board of Directors remain
committed to maintaining an “access for everyone” philosophy, as
the community spirit of the 5-day Festival is what we all enjoy. This
year we are launching a Reel Manners campaign at the Festival
based on the following core goals:
• Keep the Festival accessible to all who wish to attend
• Help ensure the safety and enjoyment of the Festival for all

TICKET PURCHASING
Support the Festival – become a member! Ticket sales support about 60% of Festival production costs.
Becoming a member provides benefits for you and financial support for the Festival and year-round
programming.
Be fair… buy only your share! Higher level members have the privilege of buying tickets well in advance.
The rule is that each member can purchase tickets for him/herself and one guest (a couple can buy for two
guests). Please follow this rule. When patrons “buy for multiple friends” it limits ticket availability for
other RBFS members. Thank you.

SEAT SAVING: Save ONE and be done
Once in the theater, each person, regardless of membership level, is allowed to save one seat. Please
follow this rule. At some point during the Festival, we all will have the experience of appreciating this
courtesy when looking for a seat. Thank you.

EXIT through the rear…keep the hallways clear!
It’s a fact, the Fire Marshall can indeed shut the Festival down. Please cooperate with volunteers when
they ask you to exit out to the parking lot. Thank you.

RESPECT Volunteers
Because a Festival without volunteers is like a November without a Festival!
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society is a volunteer organization. Without volunteers, we have no Festival.
Please be respectful of volunteers by following their requests and directions.

Thanks For Your Cooperation!

Ge
R
oevle rMnaonrn’ e
s rLse tt e r

Rules of the Road for the Festival
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A Marine Story

A Marine Story stands up to Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell honestly
with this unflinching look at the policy’s effects on gays
and lesbians in uniform. When a decorated Marine
officer unexpectedly returns home from the war, she’s
quickly recruited to help a troubled teen prepare for boot
camp in this brave new film starring Dreya Weber (The
Gymnast). Alex Everett (Weber) hasn’t been telling, but
the Marine Corps is definitely asking. Despite a terrific
record, promotions have been slow to come, her sham
marriage isn’t fooling anyone, and her commanding
officer has pictures of her getting close with a “good
friend.” She returns home to her dry, desert home and
meets a fiery teen, Saffron (rising star and out actress

Outfest Jury Award Best Film and Best Actress Award
(Dreya Weber), Outfest Audience Award Best Film

Sponsored by:

Thurs

Nov 11

6:55 PM-8:35 PM

Jenn Harpel - Morgan Stanley Smith Barney

SAT

NOV 13

8:20 PM-10:00 Pm	

Paris Pickard), whose choices are boot camp or a life of drugs and
prison. But who said prepping for boot camp would be easy? As Alex
whips Saffron into shape during the long, hot summer, the reason for
Alex’s dismissal from the Corps threatens the future for both of them.
The leading duo shines: Weber combines Alex’s hard and soft sides
with confidence and quiet power, while gorgeous newcomer Pickard
stands out from a solid cast with impressive acting chops. The film is
a heartfelt commentary exploring the effect of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell,
distilling the political down to the intimately personal.
[Dir. Ned Farr, 2010, US, DVD, 93 mins]
Website: www.amarinestorymovie.com

A Matter of Size

Poor Herzl is a big fish out of water. A 340-pound chef
living with his mother, he’s been gamely diving into a
sea of perpetual diet groups and fitness regimes, and
belly-flopping. He’s fired from a restaurant salad bar
because of his “unpresentable” image; then his rigid
weight-loss class dumps him because he keeps gaining
pounds instead of shedding them. The relentless
pursuit of “slim” is frustrating for him and for his three
seriously overweight buddies in the working-class town
of Ramle, Israel. But all that starts to change when
Herzl discovers the one place where fat guys can be rock
stars: the world of sumo wrestling. A feel-good comedy
reminiscent of crowd-pleasers like The Full Monty, the

Audience Award, Karlovy Vary International
Film Festival, Audience Award Washington DC
Jewish Film Festival, Israeli Film Academy Awards,
Best Actress

Sponsored by:

thurs	nov 11

12:00 PM-1:40 pm	

Suzanne & Donald Ziegler

FRI

NOV 12

12:00 PM-1:35 Pm	

Darrel Grinstead & Diane Pirkey

SAT

NOV 13

10:35 AM-12:10 Pm	

Summerhouse

SUn	

NOV 14

10:00 AM-11:35 AM

Tanger Outlet Center

film is a sweet, touching, funny, and relatable story of self-acceptance
and determination. Utilizing a talented and versatile group of actors,
the directors give us a collection of extremely likable characters who
realize that in both life and love, they’ll only discover their greatest
happiness by paying attention to what’s inside and to the power of their
individual spirits. A feel-good favorite of the festival circuit, A Matter
of Size has already been picked up for a Hollywood remake and was
nominated for 13 Israeli Academy Awards, including Best Picture.
[Dirs. Sharon Maymon and Erez Tadmor, 2009, Isreal, 35mm, 92 mins.
In Hebrew and Japanese with English subtitles]
Website: www.menemshafilms.com/a-matter-of-size.html
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Jury Prize Cannes Film Festival

The themes of tensions between fathers and sons and
a background of civil war reappear in this fourth film
from Mahamat-Saleh Haroun, the Paris-based, Chadborn director. We watch as economics and war conspire
to disrupt the routine of ageing Adam, who, having
been Central Africa’s swimming champion in 1965, now
spends his days guarding a pool in a hotel in the Chad
capital. Adam’s teenage son, Abdel, assists with the
pool duties. Growing hostilities in Chad’s ongoing civil
war and financial pressures cause the hotel’s Chinese
owners to sack a loyal Congolese cook and transfer Adam
from pool duties to guarding the hotel’s front entrance.
Adam is devastated by these changes and his sadness

thurs	nov 11

2:30 PM-4:15 PM

FRI

NOV 12

4:30 PM-6:15 PM

SAT

NOV 13

4:50 PM-6:35 PM

Sponsored by:

Cliff Diver

and growing sense of his own age and mortality is compounded when
he discovers that his son has taken over his old job. Not long after
these events, Adam, under great pressure from local chief Ahmat,
makes a fateful decision to contribute to the government’s war effort in
a manner that has serious repercussions for his future and his family.
Haroun’s simple framing and pared-down storytelling once more offer
a contemporary parable about life in modern West Africa and create
welcome space for the exploration of a few essential themes.
[Dir. Mahamat-Saleh Haroun, 2010, Chad, 35mm, 102 mins. In French
and Arabic with English subtitles]
Website: www.filmmovement.com

Alamar

Debut filmmaker Pedro Gonzalez-Rubio treats the eyes
and soul to a breathtaking vision of life at tropical waters’
edge through the bonding of a father and his young son.
Jorge grew up in Mexico and has been separated from
his wife Roberta for several years. She longs to return to
her roots in Rome and is taking their five-year-old son
with her. Intent upon imparting his Mayan heritage to his
son, Jorge is given several weeks to take Natan to the
Chinchorro reef on the Mexican coast. At first, the boy
finds this new way of life uncomfortable, getting seasick
on the boat and working constantly, but his father
eventually eases him into the rhythms of a fisherman’s
life. As day-to-day existence carries on, the relationship

Tiger Award – Rotterdam Int’l Film Festival,
Audience Award - Morelia Int’l Film Festival,
Feature Film Competition Award – Morelia Int’l
Film Festival, Jury Award – Iberoamerican Prize,
Miami Int’l Film Festival, New Director Award San Francisco Int’l Film Festival.

Sponsored by:			

Fri	nov 12

12:40 PM-2:00 PM

Jobe’s Landscape

Sat	

NOV 13

9:40 PM-10:55 PM

Anita Peghini-Rabes - Artist

sun	

NOV 14

3:00 PM-4:20 PM

Staying Home Photography

between man and nature is subtly revealed and the boy learns to live in
harmony with the natural world. While Alamar is a fictional narrative,
the film effectively blurs documentary and fiction as the main actors
play themselves and the director delicately captures the serenity of
life at a realistic pace. Natan’s emotional journey leaves him and the
audience with an experience that will remain long after the film comes
to a close.
[Dir. Pedro González-Rubio, 2009, Mexico, 35mm, 73 mins In Spanish and
Italian with English subtitles]
Website: www.filmmovement.com

F e a t u r e Fi l m s

A Screaming Man
(Un homme qui crie)

F e a t u r e Fi l m s
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Animal Kingdom

Welcome to the jungle known as the Melbourne
underworld. Animal Kingdom uses this edgy locale to
unspool a gripping tale of survival and revenge. Pope
Cody, an armed robber on the run from a gang of
renegade detectives, is in hiding, surrounded by his
roughneck friends and family. Soon, Pope’s nephew,
Joshua “J” Cody, arrives and moves in with his hithertoestranged relatives. When tensions between the family
and the police reach a bloody peak, “J” finds himself
at the center of a cold-blooded revenge plot that
turns the family upside down. Wielding a formidable
cinematic lexicon, writer/director David Michôd shows
complete command of every frame as he shifts between

Grand Jury Prize, World Cinema at the
Sundance Film Festival

Sponsored by:

WEd	nov 10

7:40 PM-9:40 PM

Emily Abbott

Thurs

Nov 11

7:25 PM-9:20 PM

Allen Stafford

FRI

NOV 12

4:45 PM-6:40 PM

Philip Morton Gallery

Sun	

NOV 14

12:25 PM-2:20 PM

simmering intensity and gut-wrenching drama. There isn’t a false note
in the film as it follows through on the tantalizing promise displayed in
his short films and unleashes a fierce new voice in Australian cinema.
Winner of this year’s dramatic jury prize for world cinema at Sundance,
Animal Kingdom is a monstrously entertaining crime film that revels in
its sinister mood, smart script and superb ensemble.
[Dir. David Michod, 2010, Australia, 35mm, 112 mins]
Website: www.animalkingdommovie.com
[This film is part of Lights, Camera...ACTION!: Sidebar]

Anita

Anita (Alejandra Manzo) lives with her mother Dora
(Norma Aleandro). Sweet and loving, Anita has Down
Syndrome. Her idea of a good time is a trip to the Zoo
or the local pastry shop. One afternoon her mother
goes to the AMIA (Jewish Mutual Aid Center) to pick
up Anita’s support check. She leaves Anita in charge of
the family stationary shop. Suddenly, a flash and a loud
noise temporarily stuns Anita. She comes to and finds
the shop is a shambles, hit by shrapnel from the pipe
bomb that destroyed the nearby center, killing many
people . Anita wanders through Buenos Aires looking
for her mother and brother. Her gentle spirit attracts
several benefactors, though it soon becomes clear she’s

Best Film, Los Angles Latino Film Festival

Sponsored by:

WEd	nov 10

5:30 PM-7:20 PM

State Farm Lewes, O’Donnell Agency

Thurs

Nov 11

8:05 PM-9:55 PM

Dolphin Dreaming

FRI

NOV 12

12:45 PM-2:35 PM

James & Lynn Fuqua

Sun	

NOV 14

2:25 PM-4:15 PM

Happy Birthday Alissa Ruggieri

their guardian angel rather than the other way around. Writer-director
Marcos Carnevale (RBIFF‘s Elsa and Fred) masterfully draws us in from
the outset with his admirably controlled, mature cinematic style and the
superb performances he gets from an expert cast—though first among
them is the novice, and completely captivating, Alejandra Manzo, in the
title role. Wrenching, lovely, suffused with life, Anita is a profoundly
hopeful study of human innocence, compassion and resilience in a
fragile, troubled world.
[Dir. Marcos Carnevale, 2009, Argentina, 35mm, 104 mins. In Spanish
with English subtitles]
Website: www.menmshafilms.com/anita
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Eager to escape the damp and suffocating atmosphere of
post-war Holland, three young Dutchwomen Ada, Esther
and Marjorie look forward to a better life in New Zealand.
They meet on the immigration flight – the “Bride Flight”
– to their new country, where they are to join fiancés
and marry. During the flight, the three women form a
bond of friendship among themselves and with Frank,
an attractive young man who wants to set up a winery.
On their arrival, all four part company and start a new
life. Yet their paths continue to cross – Ada will one day
leave her children and her puritan husband for Frank,
an escape to freedom that is ultimately doomed. And the
single career woman Esther will give her unwanted child

Best Feature Film, Newport Beach Film Festival

Sponsored by:

Thurs

NOV 11

2:20 PM-4:35 PM

Emily Abbott

FRI

NOV 12

2:00 PM-4:15 PM

Dogfish Head Craft Brewery

SAT

NOV 13

12:15 PM-2:30 PM

SUn	

NOV 14

10:10 AM-12:25 PM

Barefoot Wines

to Marjorie and her husband after Marjorie suffers a miscarriage and
will probably never bear a child again. As the boy grows up, Marjorie
fears that Esther might break the pact of silence they made. An outing
that reunites all four friends and the boy turns into a near tragedy
that destroys one friendship, shatters a loving relationship, and nearly
costs the boy’s life. Only 50 years later do they all come together again,
perhaps closer now than ever before.
[Dir. Ben Sombogaart, 2009, Netherlands, 35mm, 130 mins. In Dutch and
English with English subtitles]
Website: www.muiscboxfilms.com/bride-flight

Chameleon
(Kameleon)

Gabor and Tibi are hustlers on the make. Gabor’s a
narcissistic hunk with a knack for fleecing lovelorn
ladies. He works as a janitor so he can sift through
office trash, sniffing out sad women to be his next
targets. Gabor seems to have hit the jackpot when he
lands a job at a psychiatrist’s office. While snooping
through the doctor’s files, he discovers a beautiful
ballerina named Hanna, daughter of a millionaire, with
a knee injury so serious she may never dance again.
Gabor and Tibi set out to establish Gabor as a selfless
pediatrician so he can get Hanna an appointment
with a famous orthopedic surgeon, hoping she’ll be

Hungary’s Entry into the Oscars for
Best Foreign Language Film 2010
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so grateful she’ll give him her cash. Just as the orthopedic surgeon
starts making unwanted advances toward him, Gabor finds himself in
love with Hanna. Meanwhile, an actor whom Gabor has scammed into
thinking he’s a Hollywood producer shows up with threatening goons.
Now that Gabor’s web of lies is closing in on him, he can’t seem to
remember which part of himself is real and which is an illusion.
Chameleon is a stylish thriller.
[Dir. Krisztina Goda, 2009, Hungary, 35mm, 105 mins. In Hungarian with
English subtitles]
Website: www.kameleonfilm.hu
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Children of God

The sun-kissed Bahamian streets and beaches evoke
an escapist paradise, but there’s a cloud over the land.
In Kareem J. Mortimer’s tender, tough and altogether
touching drama, a nasty current of outspoken and
religiously endorsed homophobia shadows two young
men on their path out of the closet. Jonny, an awkward
and awfully cute painting student, is “banished” by his
instructor to the remote island of Eleuthera to focus on
his work and find his voice. But first he finds Romeo,
a handsome, self-confident guy who shows Jonny the
scenic spots… and a bit more. Romeo’s got a girlfriend,
however, as well as a blustery mother who willfully
ignores any clue or hint he drops to set her straight.

Audience Award Torino GLBT Film Festival
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Meanwhile, Leslie, a pastor’s wife, has also made her way to this distant
spot to contemplate her future in relative calm. Tired of her husband
spouting high-and-mighty, anti-gay rhetoric at rallies, while refusing
to own up to the cruelty and contradictions in his private life, Leslie
has a decision to make. Children of God boasts glittering scenery and
a rock-steady soundtrack, but Jonny, Romeo and Leslie’s high-stakes
dilemmas captivate as the human drama takes center stage. Mortimer
has crafted an engrossing character study with real social commentary
and gorgeous cinematography.
[Dir. Kareem J. Mortimer, 2010, Bahamas, video, 104 mins. In English]
Website: www.childrenofgodthemovie.com

Elena Undone

With a healthy dosage of captivating drama and
passionate sex and romance, Elena Undone combines the
enchantment of falling in love for the first time with the
reality and responsibilities of long-term commitments.
Before crossing paths with Peyton, falling for a woman
was an unimaginable situation for Elena, a straight wife
and mother. The friendship between Peyton, an “out”
lesbian writer, and Elena, the wife of an anti-gay pastor
who has never experienced true love, transforms swiftly
from a one-sided crush into a torrid extramarital affair.
Despite their attraction, Peyton, jaded in a number of
ways, has strong reservations about becoming involved
with a married straight woman; Elena, recognizing
that she is caught in a loveless marriage, can barely
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begin to rationalize the nature and magnitude of her desires. As their
relationship evolves, Elena confronts the choice of leaving her husband,
or ending her involvement with Peyton to save her already unraveling
and unrewarding marriage and to return to a drab and automated life.
Above all, Elena faces the looming challenge of convincing Peyton
that the two women have a bright future together despite their
unfavorable circumstances. Writer-director Nicole Conn (Little Man,
Claire of the Moon) confidently tackles issues of religion, sex, family and
commitment in this contemporary story about star-crossed lovers and
the walls between them.
[Dir. Nicole Conn, 2010, US, video, 111 mins.]
Website: www.elenaundone.com
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Eyes Wide Open
(Einaym Pkuhot)
			

THurs
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2:50 PM-4:25 PM
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NOV 12

12:00 PM-1:35 PM

			

Originally premiering at Cannes, Eyes Wide Open is
a taut tale of forbidden love. Equal parts first-rate
independent art cinema and fascinating anthropological
study of a tightly-knit conservative community, the
film sparks against the backdrop of an Orthodox
Jewish community in Jerusalem. Aaron runs a kosher
butcher’s shop. When he hires Ezri (Israeli heartthrob
Ron Danker), he is confronted by feelings he thought
he dispensed with long ago. Steeped in the codes of
religion, each interaction between Aaron and Ezri is rife
with underlying tension. From its first frames, Eyes Wide
Open establishes an array of impassioned emotions
and a slow burn of unspoken eroticism that satisfyingly

Sponsored by:

Super Snooper Home Improvement
and Consulting

smolders throughout. With a surprising economy of means, director
Haim Tabakman manages to communicate the intense stakes for the
two men. The paranoiac community is insular, where one’s status is
always scrutinized, “purity police” pay visits, and contradiction and
vice continuously threaten one’s very soul. The beautifully measured
film at surface matches the necessarily sober, reserved demeanor of
the film’s characters. And, equally so, just a thin layer below resides a
burning ring of anxiety that haunts every interaction.
[Dir. Haim Tabakman, 2009, Israel, video 91 mins. In Hebrew with English
subtitles]
Website: www.eyeswideopenfilm.com

Get Low

Three legendary Hollywood iconoclasts—Robert Duvall,
Bill Murray and Sissy Spacek—anchor this Depressionera Southern-flavored tale of a Tennessee backwoods
outcast who decides to throw his own funeral—while
still alive. For over four decades the wily, much-feared
hermit Felix Bush (Duvall) has been living alone in the
wilds, guarding his privacy with a few well-placed “No
Damn Trespassing” signs and, when those don’t work, a
few better-placed shotgun blasts. One day, however, he
hops on his mule and heads back into town, looking for a
preacher to help him “get low,” or down to the business
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of getting buried. The catch? He’d like to be alive, so he can hear what
people have to say. Shot in Georgia and rich with Southern myths and
culture, Get Low combines gorgeous lensing and impeccable attention
to period detail with a witty script. Sly, warm and comfortable in taking
its own sweet time, the film benefits most of all from its fabulous cast,
with Duvall shining spectacularly.
[Dir. Aaron Schneider, 2009, USA, 35mm, 100 mins]
Website: www.sonyclassics.com/getlow
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India’s Entry into the Oscars for Best Foreign 		
Language Film 2010

Very little is known about Dadasaheb Phalke, the father
of Indian cinema who made the first Indian motion
picture. His life, the struggles and huge obstacles he
had to face while making the first film is an interesting
account to be captured on celluloid. The film begins in
1911. Phalke gets separated from his business partner
with whom he was running a printing business. As his
family is struggling to make ends meet, he comes across
a tent theatre that is screening a Western silent motion
picture. This was a time when movies were patronized
only by the Westerners. However, Phalke is fascinated
by what he sees and he calls it ‘drama on screen’. He
decides to learn the art of filmmaking and then himself
make a film. His friends and well-wishers are outraged
by Phalke’s new endeavor but his wife, Saraswati,
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supports him and doesn’t cringe when Phalke starts selling household
articles to raise money. He even goes to London to learn the art. He
comes back to India, enriched, and decides to make a motion picture
on Raja Harishchandra. Financial woes, temporary blindness and the
disdain of friends and associates do not deter him. The film is sweet,
simple and extremely hilarious! It not only provides you with a slice of
history but also complete and wholesome entertainment!
[Dir. Paresh Mokashi, 2009, India, 35mm, 96 mins. In Marathi with English
subtitles]
Website: www.harishchandrachifactory.utvnet.com
[This film is part of Country Spotlight: India]

Harvest
Best American Independent Film, Cleveland
International Film Festival, Best Home-Grown Film,
Connecticut Film Festival		
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Saying goodbye to the ones we love is perhaps the most
difficult part of life. The end of one’s life has never
been an easy thing to watch and, therefore, has rarely
been documented as well as it is in the very real and
sincere narrative Harvest. Josh is a college student who
sacrifices his last summer with friends to spend it with
his vivacious grandfather Siv, who is dying from cancer.
Though at first Josh is against the idea of three boring
months away from his girlfriend, by the end of the film
he has learned many lessons about the importance of
family and what it means to let someone go. The story
successfully captures the immense pain Josh’s mother
and two uncles must go through as they care for both

AM-12:00 PM

their father and their critically senile mother. The authenticity of its
characters is what truly makes Harvest an unforgettable film. The
dysfunction of this family – which has suffered divorce, depression,
greed, and now the ugliness of cancer – creates a strong sense of
connection to real life and the idea of waiting to die. The film asks the
difficult question of why many wait until the end of their lives to live
the way they had always wanted. Forgiveness, family, love, memories.
These are the things we take with us.
[Dir. Marc Meyers, 2010, US, video, 102 mins]
Website: www.raisingharvest.com
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(Kak ya provel etim letom)
Best Actor and Best Cinematography, 		
Berlin International Film Festival

One place. One day. Two men. The place is a polar station
on a remote island in the Arctic Ocean, at such a high
latitude that a day lasts an entire summer. This formerly
important research station is now only run by two
people: Sergei, an experienced meteorologist who has
spent years in extreme isolation and takes this task very
seriously, and Pavel, a bright-eyed college grad interning
at the station. The two have little in common, with Pavel
sticking to the company of his MP3 and video games to
avoid the bullish, vaguely threatening Sergei. Summer’s
end will bring a ship to retrieve the two men. Sergei
will finally end a sojourn that has lasted several years
and return to his wife and child on the mainland. Pavel
hopes that he might yet experience the real adventure
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4:35 PM-6:45PM

SAT

10:25 AM-12:35 pM
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he was dreaming of when he volunteered for this assignment. One day
when Sergei is out angling, Pavel picks up a radio message that he
dare not communicate to Sergei. Pavel does everything he can to keep
the message from Sergei, in the hope that the ship’s arrival will relieve
him of this particular task. But then Pavel learns that the ship will not
be coming to pick them up at all this year.
[Dir. Alexei Popogrebski, 2010, Russia, 35mm, 124mins. In Russian with
English subtitles]
Website: www. Filmmovement.com
[This film is part of Difficult Films...Rewarding Viewing: Sidebar]

I Killed My Mother
(J’ai tué ma mere)

Hubert Minel is a typical teenager in almost every sense:
he is narcissistic, has mediocre grades, experiments
with drugs, is defining himself sexually, and he hates
his mother. Although “hate” does not aptly describe
Hubert’s feelings — he is consumed by his loathing.
He hates the way his mother eats, the way she drives,
pretty much any and everything she does intensifies
Hubert’s disgust, and he has no problem showing it. His
mother, Chantale, is an equal player in their constant
bickering. With his home life in shambles, Hubert finds
solace at his boyfriend’s house and in the company of an
understanding teacher. But, when Hubert is unwittingly
outed to his mother, their already-strained relationship

Grand Prix Cannes Film Festival, Jutra Award, Best
Director, Best Canadian Feature, Vancouver Film
Festival, Best Film Toronto Film Critics. Nominated as
Best Foreign Film in the Academy Awards
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hits a breaking point. The characters’ interactions are familiar to
anyone who has endured the uncertainties of adolescence. At times
this is a wickedly humorous film as writer-director-actor Xavier Dolan
delicately balances the blame between mother and son with realistic
dialogue befitting an angry teen, but also with the eye of a blossoming
adult who is starting to know better. Chantale and Hubert are the same
— both with quick fuses and an inability to communicate — just as love
and hate can be the same. I Killed My Mother is a complex drama about
how relationships constantly regress, change and grow, and how easy
it is to get lost along the way.
[Dir. Xavier Dolan, 2009, Canada, video, 100 mins. In French with English
subtitles]
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Berlin International Film Festival, Silver Bear	
Best Film, Evening Standard British Film Awards
Best Film, European Film Awards Best Film

In British writer-director Peter Strickland’s haunting
and spare feature debut, newcomer Hilda Péter plays
Katalin Varga, a woman who enjoys a quiet life in rural
Transylvania with her husband Zsigmond and young son
Orbán. But when Zsigmond discovers that Orbán is not
his child—a truth Katalin had hoped to keep secret—he
banishes Katalin and the boy, prompting her to embark
on a dangerous journey to find Orbán’s long-lost birth
father. Winner of the European Discovery prize at the
2009 European Film Awards, Katalin Varga toys with
expectations from the beginning. Equal parts road movie,
character drama, and revenge thriller, Strickland’s film
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is ultimately a rumination on the nature of forgiveness and justice, one
in which our sympathies shift over the course of this folkloric narrative.
Powered by an atmospheric, minimalist score and featuring Márk
Györi’s gorgeous photography of the desolate Romanian countryside,
Katalin Varga tells a story both unique and timeless—and, like Péter’s
galvanizing performance, not easily forgotten.
[Dir. Peter Strickland, 2009, Romania/UK, 35mm, 82 mins. In Romanian
and Hungarian with English subtitles]
Website: www.memento-films.com/katalin/

Largo Winch
				

Based primarily on the first two volumes of illustrator
Philippe Francq’s and writer Jean Van Hamme’s 16-part
series – which in turn was based on Van Hamme’s serial
novels from the ‘70s -- the film depicts the unlikely
origins of orphan Largo Winch, sole heir of billionaire
mogul Nerio Winch, whose mysterious Winch Intl. Group
is one of the world’s most powerful conglomerates. The
narrative flashes back and forth between episodes of
the young Largo’s troubled childhood, when he was
plucked from a Croatian orphanage by rising business
star Nerio, and present-day sequences in which,
following Nerio’s murder, Largo battles the onslaught of
drug traffickers, assassins, militia fighters and doubledealing corporate-political traders to protect his fortune
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from a corrupt board of directors, headed by the nefarious Ann Ferguson
(Kristin Scott Thomas). As envisioned by director Jerome Salle, this
is slick and stylish action-adventure stuff, hyper stylized on the same
international scale as the Bond films but with the rough edges buffed
off. While the action is fast and furious the story is one that holds firm
to an independent sensibility. A little offbeat humor helps to make the
film complete.
[Dir. Jerome Salle, 2009, France/Belgium, 35mm, 109 mins. In French,
English and Croatian with English subtitles]
Website: www.musicboxfilms.com/largo-winch
[This film is part of Lights, Camera...ACTION!: Sidebar]
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Lebanon
Golden Lion, Venice Film Festival,
Thessaloniki Film Festival Human Values Award

Lebanon is based on director Samuel Maoz’s own
experiences as a soldier in the 1982 Israel- Lebanon
conflict. The film focuses exclusively on the experiences of
the four young Israelis that are responsible for operating
a tank that rolls into Lebanese territory at the start of the
war. For almost the entire duration, the characters and
the audience are trapped inside the vehicle; we can see
only what they can externally through the narrow tunnel
vision of a gun turret periscope. With no wider political
context and little character background, this viewpoint
successfully creates a claustrophobic, tense atmosphere
and provides originality and intrigue to what might have
been overlooked as ‘another war film’. The soldiers,
confined to the tank, are inexperienced, tired, hungry,
thirsty, scared, homesick, dirty, feverish and unable to
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work competently as a team. In the opening scene, their collective
callowness leads to the deaths of a fellow soldier and an innocent
civilian. From here, difficulty after difficulty presents itself in the form
of hostile forces, indignant superior officers, technological issues and
internal disputes. The way the characters respond, the powerful use of
imagery - and the contrast between the constant mechanical noise and
darkness inside the tank and the bright environment and varied action
outside - combine to shape a potent viewing experience.
[Dir. Samuel Maoz, 2009, Israel, 35mm, 112 mins in Hebrew, Arabic,
French, and English with English subtites]
Website: www.sonyclassics.com/lebanon
[This film is part of Lights, Camera...ACTION!: Sidebar]

Letters To Father Jakob
(Postia pappi Jaakobille)

A simple but transcendent story about faith and human
frailty achieves a state of grace in Letters to Father Jakob,
centering on a tough ex-con temporarily assigned as
secretary for a blind pastor in rural Finland. Surprised
at being pardoned 12 years into a life sentence, hardbitten killer Leila takes the prison warden’s suggestion
and winds up at the ramshackle parsonage of Father
Jakob, a priest without a parish. The old man needs a
secretary to pursue his main joy in life: answering the
letters of those who write asking for his help. Although
Leila, an outspoken intellectual and feminist, regards
the pastor’s correspondence as pointless, it ultimately
leads to her own redemption and self-forgiveness. In

Finland’s Entry into the Oscars for Best Foreign
Language Film 2010, Jussi Award, Finland’s equivalent
to the Oscars
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exquisitely calibrated performances, heavyset masculine-looking
Kaarina Hazard Leila’s stomping and banging reveals a lifetime of
repressed anger, while Heikki Nousiainen movingly conveys Jacob’s
anguish and vulnerability. Working in wide screen, prize-winning
cinematographer Tuomo Hutri supplies director Härö’s trademark lush
visuals. Klaus Härö’s magisterial control over the proceedings renders
predictable material into something fresh and heart-rending.
[Dir. Klaus Haro, 2009, Finland, video, 75 mins. In Finnish with English
subtitles]
Website: www.olivefilms.com
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India’s Entry into the Oscars for Best
Foreign Language Film 2009

Ishaan Awasthi is an eight-year-old whose world is filled
with wonders that no one else seems to appreciate;
colors, fish, dogs and kites are just not important in
the world of adults, who are much more interested in
things like homework, marks and neatness. And Ishaan
just cannot seem to get anything right in class. When he
gets into far more trouble than his parents can handle,
he is packed off to a boarding school to “be disciplined.”
Things are no different at his new school, and Ishaan has
to contend with the added trauma of separation from his
family. One day a new art teacher bursts onto the scene,
Ram Shankar Nikumbh, who infects the students with
joy and optimism. He breaks all the rules of ‘how things
are done’ by asking them to think, dream and imagine,
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and all the children respond with enthusiasm, all except Ishaan.
Nikumbh soon realizes that Ishaan is very unhappy, and he sets out to
discover why. With time, patience and care, he ultimately discovers that
Ishaan is Dyslexic and doesn’t think or act the way others do because
of it. Through hard work, fun and a few musical numbers, teacher and
student find a way to help Ishaan find himself and to learn that every
child is special.
[Dir. Aamir Khan, 2008, India, 35mm, 165 mins. In Hindi and English with
English subtitles]
Website: www.taarezameenpar.com
[This film is part of Country Spotlight: India]

Me, Too
(Yo Tambien)
Goya (Spanish Academy Awards) for Best Actor		
and Best Actress

Me, Too, is a delightful, offbeat comedy-drama that
tells an unusual love story which challenges society’s
deeply ingrained prejudices. Daniel, the first European
with Down syndrome to have graduated from university,
begins a social services job in Seville where he meets
free-spirited co-worker Nuria. They quickly become
friends; however, as Daniel’s love for Nuria grows so
does his desire to be normal. Although the rebellious
Nuria scoffs at the notion of normalcy, she is forced to
confront the fact that Daniel is indeed different. Bright,
understated cinematography and an upbeat soundtrack
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complement insightful, award-winning performances by Lola Dueñas
(Volver, Broken Embraces, The Sea Inside) and Pablo Pineda. Respectful
of its characters and bold in its thinking, this film asks some serious
questions and often gives some amusing answers. A film that, for a
few hours, will erase the memory of all other films. It absolutely must
be seen.
[Dirs. Antonio Naharro and Alvaro Pastor, 2009, Spain, video,103 mins.
In Spanish with English subtitles]
Website: www.olivefilms.com
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Mesrine is a two part film series directed by Jean-Francois Richet “Nobody kills me until I decide,” rages Vincent

Cassel in his extraordinary performance as legendary French gangster Jacques Mesrine (1936–1979), who was Robin Hood,
Fantomas, Doctor Mabuse, Scarface, Butch, Sundance, and Michael Corleone all rolled into one. From 1960 til his violent death
in 1979, Mesrine’s quick wit, confident swagger, and hair-trigger temper rendered him the stuff of legend in a France at once
fascinated with his every move and increasingly exasperated at his propensity for successfully robbing banks and subsequently
escaping from prison.

Mesrine: Killer Instinct
(part one)
				
			

In part one of this hyperventilated adaptation of
Mesrine’s self aggrandizing, prison-penned memoir The
Killer Instinct, echoes of GoodFellas are summoned as
Mesrine eases into the criminal life under the tutelage
of underworld boss Guido (Gerard Depardieu). After
episodes in Canada and Arizona and the inevitable prison
sentence and escape, the film climaxes in a spectacular
shootout as Mesrine returns in a failed attempt to free
his jailed pals.
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[France/Canada/Italy, 2009, 35mm, 113 mins. In French, Arabic, Spanish,
and English with English subtitles]
Website: www.musicboxfilms.com
[This film is part of Lights, Camera...ACTION!: Sidebar]

Mesrine: Public Enemy
Number One (part two)
			
			

In part two, Public Enemy Number One, the gangster
nearly convinces himself his actions are political at
heart, although the French government, in the form of
a long-suffering police commissioner (Olivier Gourmet)
has other ideas. “People like it when it moves, they
want action,” Mesrine tells his shocked lawyer, by way
of explaining the exaggerations in his memoir. Director
Jean-Francois Richet, whose work here earned him the
French César for best director, has taken those marching
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orders to heart: the star-studded Mesrine is a propulsive epic of a life
that doesn’t just involve crime but embraces it as a noble profession.
[France/Canada/Italy, 2009, 35mm, 132 mins. In French, Arabic, Spanish,
and English with English subtitles]
Website: www.musicboxfilms.com
[This film is part of Lights, Camera...ACTION!: Sidebar]
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Peru’s Entry into the Oscars for Best Foreign		
Language Film 2010 and a Final Five Candidate.
Golden Bear, Best Film Berlin International Film Festival,
Best Film Montreal World Cinema, Best Film
Guadalajara Film Festival

Fausta is ill with a disease contracted from her
mother’s breast milk known as “the milk of
sorrow.” However, this is not a sickness caused
by bacteria or infection: it is a condition that
only affects those women in Peru who were
abused or raped during the years of terrorist
struggle. Although this horrific period is now
history, Fausta is nonetheless a living reminder
of this time. Her sickness is called fear – and it
has robbed her of her soul. But then, when her
mother suddenly dies, Fausta is forced to face
her fears. The overpowering nature of these fears
and the desperate lengths to which Fausta will
go to assuage them is revealed by her biggest
secret: in order to bar loathsome intruders from
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entering her body she has inserted a potato into her vagina as
a kind of antibacterial ‘defense shield’. However, her mother’s
death unleashes unexpected events that change Fausta’s life
dramatically, as well as the lives of others involved. Fausta now
sets out on a journey – a journey that will lead her out of her
fear and into freedom. The film addresses a dark era in Peru.
Established in 2001, the Peruvian Commission for Truth and
Reconciliation has registered almost 70,000 murder cases, as
well as countless rapes, abductions and other human rights
abuses in the period from 1980 to the year 2000.
[Dir. Claudia Llosa, 2009, Peru, video, 94mins. In Spanish and Quechua
with English subtitles]
Website: www.olivefilms.com

Night Catches Us

In the summer of ’76, as President Jimmy Carter
pledges to give government back to the people, tensions
run high in a working-class Philadelphia neighborhood
where the Black Panthers once flourished. When Marcus
(Anthony Mackie, The Hurt Locker) returns—having
bolted years earlier—his homecoming isn’t exactly met
with fanfare. His former movement brothers blame
him for an unspeakable betrayal. Only his best friend’s
widow, Patricia (Kerry Washington, Miracle at St. Ana),
appreciates Marcus’s predicament, which both unites and
paralyzes them. As Patricia’s daughter compels the two
comrades to confront their past, history repeats itself in
dangerous ways. Night Catches Us masterfully reckons
with the complexity of its characters’ revolutionary
ideologies and internal desires. Bell-bottoms, Afros,
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Tanger Outlet Center
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Paul & Anne Kuhns

potlucks, and Caddies set the scene as the film potently interweaves
political media with an evocative soul-inspired score, summoning a
vivid sense of place and time. The golden light that bathes characters’
faces seems to express the promise—and elusiveness—of the
necessary change Marcus and Patricia struggle for so dearly—each by
separate means. Winning widespread acclaim at its recent Sundance
premiere, particularly for the outstanding performances from Mackie
and Washington, director Tanya Hamilton’s period film brings to life the
intelligence, depth and activism of this Philadelphia community with
the meticulous care and respect that it deserves, fashioning a tale that
is part love story, part political drama and part cultural critique.
[Dir. Tanya Hamilton, 2010, US, 35mm, 90 mins.]
Website: www.nightcatchesus.com
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Nora’s Will
(Cinco días sin Nora)

Nora is a woman who insists on having the upper hand,
right to the bitter end. She and José, her curmudgeonly
ex-husband of 20 years, have adjacent apartments so
they can spy on each other via binoculars. An observant
Jew, Nora orchestrates her suicide right before Passover
in a manipulative flourish geared to annoy atheist José.
But before she goes, Nora prepares special foods for the
Seder, sets the table lovingly, and places a large meat
order. When she fails to open the door to the delivery
man, José grudgingly lets him in. Along with Nora’s
lifeless body, José discovers notes bearing instructions
on containers in the fridge, letters to various loved ones,
and a pot of freshly brewed coffee. Soon the apartment
fills up with dysfunctional family members coming to

Ariel Award (Mexican Academy Awards) – Best Picture,
Best First Film, Best Actor Winner, Jury Award Best
First Film - Los Angeles Latino International Film Festival,
Best Film - Mar del Plata International Film Festival,
Best Director - Moscow International Film Festival
Audience Award - Miami International Film Festival,
Audience Award - Morelia International Film Festival
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Rochelle C. Cohen PR and Marketing
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manage things and pay their respects. Determined to foil Nora even
in death, José mixes up the sticky notes on the Tupperware, orders
sausage pizza for his Jewish family, insults the rabbi, and places an
order for a Catholic burial. But one tiny detail has slipped by Nora,
and now José begins to see their lives together in a new way. As much
an exploration of the familial bonds of love and history as it is an
examination of faith, Mariana Chenillo’s film is an irresistibly charming
comedy that features many memorable characters.
[Dir. Mariana Chenillo, 2009, Mexico, 35mm, 92 mins. In Spanish and
Hebrew with English subtitles]
Website: www.menemshafilms.com/noras-will

The Other Bank
(Gagma Napiri)
Best Film Seattle International Film Festival, Best Film,
Best Film Paris Film Festival, Best Film, Palm
Springs International Film Festival

Torn from his father at the beginning of the GeorgianAbkhazia war, slightly cross-eyed 12-year-old Tedo is
tired of living the life of a refugee. He works hard at an
auto repair shop, and his young mother, Keto, works
as a clerk, but it’s not enough to help them get by, so
Keto starts to prostitute herself to help them survive.
It’s all too much for Tedo to handle, and he decides to
search for his father in war-torn Abkhazia. Warned
not to go into this tinderbox, he decides to go anyway.
Unable to speak the local language and afraid for his
safety, Tedo pretends to be deaf as his odyssey takes
him across physical and emotional landscapes and
borders where nationalism rules and where the “eye for

thurs	nov 11

4:25 PM-6:00 PM

FRI

NOV 12

10:25 AM-12:00 PM

SAT

NOV 13

3:00 PM-4:35 PM

an eye” mentality dominates. The war-ravaged world he encounters
reflects the complex state of affairs wrestling within the boy’s psyche.
Director Ovashvili brings together a diverse production team from
Russia, Iran, Kyrgyzstan, Czech Republic, Israel, and South Korea to
create a gripping, unsentimental story of a boy with grownup cares who
finds his own path to living bravely. Adapted from the novel by Nugzar
Shataidze, The Other Bank deals with challenging social issues while
exploring the universal themes of love and loneliness.
[Dir. George Ovashvili, 2009, Georgia/Kazakhstan, 35mm, 90 mins. In
Georgian, Abkhazian, and Russian with English subtitles]
Website: www.theotherbank.info
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On the eve of national elections in the Indian village of
Peepli, two poor farmers, Natha and Budhia, face losing
their land over an unpaid government loan. Desperate,
they seek help from an apathetic local politician,
who suggests they commit suicide to benefit from a
government program that aids the families of indebted
deceased farmers. When a journalist overhears Budhia
urge Natha to “do what needs to be done” for the sake
of their families, a media frenzy ignites around whether
or not Natha will commit suicide. Soon Natha becomes
a cause célèbre, who draws out the true character and
motivations of those who cross his path. Anusha Rizvi’s
auspicious first feature, Peepli Live, is a fresh and

Wed	nov 10

8:00 PM-9:50 PM

FRI

NOV 12

7:20 PM-9:10 PM

SAT

NOV 13

7:00 PM-8:50 PM

intelligently spun satire of the real-life epidemic of farmer suicides
that have plagued India for the past decade. With a deft hand, Rizvi
infuses humor and buoyancy in depicting this tragic predicament,
illuminating the true colors of many corridors of Indian society. Peepli
Live broke new ground for Indian Cinema as it became the first ever
Indian film in Sundance.
[Dir. Anusha Rizvi, 2010, India, 35mm, 106 Mins. In Hindi with English
subtitles]
Website: www.peplilivethefilm.com
[This film is part of Country Spotlight: India]

Polytechnique
Best Film, Toronto Film Critics, Genie Awards
(Canada’s Oscars), Best Film, Best Director,
Best Actress, Best Supporting Actor

Based on true events that occurred on December 6, 1989
at Montreal’s Polytechnique school, the film documents
that specific day through the eyes of two students,
Valerie and Jean-Francois whose lives were forever
changed when a young man entered the school with one
idea; kill himself and take as many women with him as
possible. Polytechnique is a film of astonishing courage,
without a whiff of exploitation or crude moralizing. The
director, Denis Villeneuve brings a sensitive, unflinching
eye to what became known as the Montreal Massacre –
an event most filmmakers would consider untouchable.
Villeneuve conveys the horrific tragedy of the event
while exploring underlying issues of misogyny, male

thurs	nov 11

9:20 PM-10:40 PM

FRI

NOV 12

9:30 PM-10:50 PM

SAT

NOV 13

9:35 PM-10:55 PM

guilt and institutional circumstance. Set in a haunting silence of snow
and concrete, Polytechnique’s contemplative drama honors the victims
by preserving the mystery of an unfathomable crime without ever
pretending to unlock the psychology of the killer. With grace, empathy
and a stark, formal beauty (shot in black and white so that the violence
does not overwhelm the viewer), the film shows how a memorial can
be an act of imagination.
[Dir. Denis Villeneuve, 2009, Canada, 35mm, 77 mins. In English]
Website: www.polytechniquelefilm.com
[This film is part of Difficult Films...Rewarding Viewing: Sidebar]
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Protektor
STARZ Denver International Film Festival Award,
Best Feature Film. Czech Republic’s Submision to
the Academy Awards for Best Foreign Film

Hana and Emil have an uneven relationship. Hana
is a queen of the silver screen, enjoying all the perks
of life as an actress, and Emil is a mediocre radio
news personality…and jealous husband. However, it
is the late 1930’s on the eve of Hitler’s occupation of
Czechoslovakia, and Hana is Jewish. Suddenly, the
tables are turned on their respective public lives. Hana
is forced to hide at home disguising her ethnicity while
Emil has been identified as a rising star by the local SS
liaison who is keeping tabs on the information that is
released on the radio broadcasts. To find something to
do with her time, Hana sneaks through the basement

thurs	nov 11

2:20 PM-4:05 PM

FRI

NOV 12

7:10 PM-8:55 PM

SAT

NOV 13

4:50 PM-6:35 PM

of her building to the movie theater next door. There she befriends
Petr, the theater operator. Emil has promised to be Hana’s protector
but they seem to be traveling on opposing trajectories, in both their
marriage and everyday activities. To complicate matters, there has
been an assassination attempt on the SS Deputy Protector and Emil
becomes a prime suspect. Visually rich and highly stylized, Protektor is
a haunting period drama.
[Dir. Marek Najbrt, 2009, Czech Republic, 35mm, 100 mins. In Czech with
English subtitles]
Website: www.negativ.cz

Purple Sea
(Viola di mare)
					

In 19th century Sicily, rebellious Angela is considered to
be possessed by evil and must endure brutal beatings
by her father, the quarry master. When her best friend
Sara is forcefully transferred to the mainland, Angela is
left in the dreary village. Years pass and Sara returns.
Their childhood friendship deepens and eventually they
give in to their shared passion for one another. When
Angela’s father insists she marry a successful quarry
worker, she defiantly refuses, stating that she will marry
Sara instead. Her father responds by imprisoning her in
the cellar, where other family secrets are buried. Fearing
the loss of her only child, Angela’s mother blackmails
the town priest and offers her husband the son he always

thurs	nov 11

12:10 PM-2:00 PM

FRI

NOV 12

5:00 PM-6:50 PM

sun	

NOV 14

12:50 PM-2:40 PM

wanted; Angela must become Angelo. As a man, she is free to marry
Sara and assume her father’s commanding position. The village is forced
to accept the union or risk losing favor with the powerful church and
possibly, jobs at the quarry. Struggling to shed her identity as a woman,
Angela benevolently wields her newfound power, but in order to give
Sara the child they both long for, she must cope with the jealousy and
tragedy that threatens their love. Based on a true story, this taut epic is
as intricate as Italian lace.
[Dir. Donatella Maiorca, 2009, Italy, 35mm, 105 mins. In Italian with
English subtitles]
Website: www.strandreleasing.com
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Sasha (Sasa)

Young Sasha, studious and musically talented, is the
beloved child of his Montenegro-born parents. But he’s
got a secret crush that’s about to throw his life into
chaos. With a clash of cultures and generations, Sasha
is a refreshing take on the coming-out story, bravely
addressing homophobia in a Balkan immigrant family.
Sasha is beginning to take those first few momentous
steps out of the closet, but he’s nervous about an
upcoming audition for a prestigious music school, he’s
beset by a powerful crush on his piano teacher, Mr.
Weber, and he’s taunted by his younger, more athletic
brother Boki. Sasha first comes out to his best friend,
only to find her confused and upset as she’s been hiding
strong feelings of her own for Sasha. His parents are

			

Sponsored by:
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Randy Gross Blinds

sat	

10:25 AM-12:10 PM

NOV 13

loving and somewhat permissive but still retaining cultural prejudices
against homosexuality. Pulled in all directions, Sasha’s relationship with
his family comes to a violent head, only to be saved by an unexpected
ally. Writer/director Todorovic juggles all these romantic conflicts and
familial dramas with an effortless touch, while presenting a multiethnic Cologne with subtlety and nuance. The film boasts a winning
cast of leading and supporting actors, who negotiate easily between
comedy and drama. There is still vitality in coming-out stories, as
Sasha shows us with soul.
[Dir. Dennis Todorovic, 2010, Germany, video, 102 mins. In German,
Serbian, Croatian and Bosnian with English subtitles]
Website: www.strandreleasing.com

The Secret Diaries
of Miss Anne Lister

Quite simply put, the film is a based-on-fact tale of an
early 19th century English gentlewoman who “preferred
the fairer sex” and recorded her conquests in a coded
diary. But get ready — this is no decorous, Jane Austen
costume drama. Anne and her beloved Mariana are
sneaking off into the woods for a clandestine dalliance
in the first five minutes and even manage a romantic
bathtub scene. Nor is Mariana alone in succumbing to
Anne’s charms. The independent Anne cruises girls in
church and favors the classic pickup line, “Are you fond
of Byron?” The lush, BBC-produced film charges ahead
at a lively pace as Anne juggles fickle lovers, jealous
best friends, sinister coalmine owners, and estate
improvements. As her uncle’s only heir, Anne possesses

Best Feature Frameline San Francisco Gay and
Lesbian Film Festival, Best Feature, QFest,
Philadelphia Gay and Lesbian Film Festival
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unusual independence for a woman of her time, and makes good use
of it, pursuing “manly” pleasures like reading Greek and practicing her
shooting. When Anne declares she will never marry, and instead seek
a female companion, her resigned aunt comments, “I suppose a lady
will know what pleases you better than a man.” Which lady does Anne
have in her sights? Heart-breaker Mariana? Faithful friend Tib? Miss
Walker, the wealthiest heiress in the county? Audiences will cheer
as Anne manages to carve a lesbian life for herself in an era so preStonewall it seems as far away as the stone age.
[Dir. James Kent, 2010, UK, video, 90 mins]
Website: www.oftv.co.uk/
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(Soeur Sourire)
			

The end of the 1950s, on the outskirts of Brussels. Like
the rest of the young generation of the time, Jeannine
Deckers has a thirst for freedom and adventure. There’s
no question of her following the path her parents have
chosen for her - finding a husband and taking over the
family bakery. She wants a different life. After toying
with art studies, she enters a convent and quickly finds
out that being a Dominican nun is a difficult vocation. It
requires giving up one’s passions, including music. But
she’s not prepared to do this. The other sisters don’t
understand her, but with the blessing of the Mother
Superior, she sticks to her dream and writes a global
pop hit: “Dominique”. For audiences around the world,

thurs	nov 11

4:20 PM-6:25 PM

sun	

10:20 AM-12:30 PM

NOV 14

Sponsored by:

Dogfish Head Craft Brewery

Jeannine became “Sister Smile”, also known as the Singing Nun. She
was a worldwide sensation and sold millions of records. Her success
was compared to that of Elvis Presley, and the single outsold both
Presley and the Beatles. Struggling to reconcile her faith and her
newfound fame, Jeannine leaves the convent and attempts to continue
her career as a rock star. The film traces the unique and deeply moving
story of this young girl who never gave up. Whether you are familiar
with Deckers or not, her life as a nun, pop star, early feminist and
tormented lover is bound to capture audiences as much as the woman
herself.
[Dir. Stijin Conix, 2009, France, 35mm, 124 mins. In French with English
subtitles]

Sound
of Noise
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Sponsored by:		

Dogfish Head Craft Brewery

[Screens with Dogfish Head Shorts]

Police officer Amadeus Warnebring was born into a
musical family with a long history of famous musicians.
He hates music. Now, Warnebring is about to face his
worst case ever. A group of six eccentric drummers,
led by revolutionary genius Sanna, has decided to
launch a full-scale musical attack using the city – its
buildings, its machinery, its ceaseless noise - as their
instrument. Their twisted art form leads to chaos and
disorder. The city is faced with outlaws of a new breed;
music terrorists. Warnebring starts a desperate hunt
for the serial musicians. As he realizes that the young
woman with whom he has fallen in love is the leader
of the group, he is left with no choice: he must enter
the world he has spent his entire life fleeing - the

frightening world of rhythm and music. The music is not traditional
and each musical segment has a title that alludes to the genesis of
the instrumentation; “Doctor, Doctor” plays out in a hospital operating
room, literally removing the sound from a windbag patient; staged like a
robbery, “Money” makes beautiful music from a bank’s paraphernalia;
the classical music establishment comes under attack from heavy
machinery in “Music”; and the dangerous looking “Love” plays out
in midair on the city’s electric lines. Crazy, possibly, but certainly
entertaining.
[Dirs. Ola Simonsson & Johannes Stjärne Nilsson, 2010, Sweden, 35mm,
98 mins. In Swedish with English subtitles]
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Tehroun
Audience prize Best Film Venice Film Festival			

Tehroun, a title taken from the slang word ascribed
to Tehran’s slums, aggressively captures within the
framework of a breathless crime thriller the underbelly
of a society twisting in ruin. Hard-working Ibrahim, a
professional beggar, struggles to keep his trade afloat
with the added accessories of a helpless infant he carries
all day in the hot sun and a concocted tragic story of a
fictitious dead mother. The truth of the matter is that the
baby is not even his, but rather a stolen child he rents in
installments from the local gang lord in order to bump
up his daily earnings. They live in squalor with his two
longtime friends, both of them equally ill-equipped to
care for a newborn. When his pregnant wife makes an
unexpected excursion to Tehran, Ibrahim entrusts the
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NOV 13
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baby to a bumbling youngster, who promptly loses it to a conniving
prostitute. Their meager lives now unraveling, Ibraham must either
find the baby or a way to pay the difference, a journey that only leads
him further into the self-destructive depravity of Tehroun, First-time
feature director Nader Takmil Homayoun’s controversial exposé is a
bracingly frank portrayal of poverty that revels in what’s left unsaid.
Tehroun’s humanist core offers up characters who remain nuanced
despite being already long dehumanized by their surroundings, even
as they try ruthlessly to claw their way out at any cost.
[Dir. Nadir Takmil Homayoun, 2009, Iran, 35mm, 95 mins. In Persian with
English subtitles]
Website: www.memento-films.com/www/films/mfi_tehroun.html

Udaan
					

Rohan is a special 17-year old. Though kicked out of a
prestigious boarding school in Shimla, there’s something
instantly arresting about his serene disposition and
soulful, searching eyes. He’s not a man yet but his
poems are observant, mature and laced with enticing
simplicity. There’s enough subtext to figure out that this
wisdom stems from the fact that he lost his mother at a
young age and his hardboiled father is too aloof to take
notice. Whether it’s his escape or his identity, writing
brings out the best in Rohan’s otherwise clammed-up
world. A detail often elucidated through fascinating,
freewheeling verse. And so that’s precisely what he
wants to pursue: a career in writing. This does not go

thurs	nov 11

4:30 PM-6:50 PM

Fri	nov 12

12:20 PM-2:40 PM

down well with his stern, old-school father (played to perfection by
Ronit Roy) who wants him to do what 63 percent of Indian parents
aspire -- join an engineering college. Udaan is the first Indian film to
screen in Cannes in over a decade and after viewing you will see why
many more are sure to follow.
[Dir. Vikramaditya Motwane, 2010, India, DVD, 137 mins. In Hindi with
English subtitles]
Website: www.udaanthefilm.net
[This film is part of Country Spotlight: India]
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(Contracorriente)
Peru’s entry into the Oscars for Best Foreign Language
Film 2011, Audience Award, Best Film Sundance Film
Festival, Audience Award, Best Film Miami
International Film Festival, Audience Award, Best Film
San Sebastien Film Festival
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Miguel and Mariela are a happily married couple, wellrespected in their small seaside fishing village and
looking forward to the imminent arrival of their first
child. Miguel genuinely adores his devoted wife, yet
also carries on a clandestine affair with handsome
drifter Santiago, a painter of sensual nudes who is
euphemistically referred to as “Prince Charming” by
the village gossips. Santiago yearns to celebrate his
love openly, while Miguel insists on secrecy for fear of
jeopardizing his domestic bliss. As the story takes an
otherworldly turn, rumors force Mariela to question
her husband’s sexuality, and Miguel must accept his
dual nature in order to refute Santiago’s angry claim
that “There are thousands of ways of being a man,
and you are none of them.” Stunning views of Peru’s

Cabo Blanco coast provide an appropriately stormy backdrop to the
tempestuous emotions of the three protagonists. As its ominous title
suggests, Undertow dives far below the seemingly placid surface of
self-identity and family ties, churning up waves of passion — and a
fateful accident — that overwhelm the film’s bisexual love triangle.
This Sundance award-winner enchants with unforgettable seascapes,
and director Javier Fuentes-León eschews melodrama to present a
transcendent romance in his remarkably-assured feature debut. With
moving performances by some of Latin America’s star actors, Undertow
makes it easy to get swept away.
[Dir. Javier Fuentes-León, 2010, Peru, 35mm, 100 mins. In Spanish with
English subtitles]
Website: www. contracorrientelapelicula.com
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Budrus
Audience Award San Francisco International Film
Festival, Special Jury Mention Tribeca Film Festival,
Audience Award Second Prize Berlinale Panorama
Section.
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At the border between Israel and the Palestinian
territories, the Israeli government is building a
separation wall that snakes through several Palestinian
villages. Budrus, population 1,500, stands to lose 300
acres and 3,000 of the olive trees that are crucial to the
town’s survival. But husband and father Ayed—whose
activistic behavior has landed him in prison before—is
determined to act. “We don’t have time for wars,” Ayed
says. “We want to raise our families.” Indeed, entire
families become involved in the nonviolent protest,
with Ayed’s own teenage daughter standing with other
women and young people literally at the front of the
marches. Award-winning documentarian Julia Bacha

has produced an inspirational film. Her raw, handheld video captures
the chaos at the front lines as the Israeli soldiers’ nightsticks start
flying and their rubber bullets give way to real ones. Soon rival parties
Fatah (a major Palestinian political party), Hamas (an Islamic religious
organization), Western activists, and even groups of Israelis unite
behind the people of Budrus, revealing a glimpse of the power of
ordinary people to fight peacefully for extraordinary changes in one of
the most war-torn parts of the world.
[Dir. Julia Bacha, 2010, Occupied Palestinian Territories/Israel, video,
82 mins. In Arabic, Hebrew and English with English subtitles]
Website: www.budrusthemovie.com

Casino Jack and the
United States of Money
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Sponsored by:

Midge Smith & Carl Wisler

[Q&A with Producer]

This portrait of Washington super lobbyist Jack
Abramoff—from his early years as a spirited member
of the GOP political machine to his final reckoning as
a disgraced, imprisoned pariah—confirms the adage
that truth is indeed stranger than fiction. A tale of
international intrigue with Indian casinos, Russian spies,
Chinese sweatshops, and a mob-style killing in Miami.
This is the story of the way money corrupts our political
process. Oscar-winning filmmaker Alex Gibney (Taxi
to the Darkside, Enron: The Smartest Guys in the Room,
Client 9 and Freakonomics, also playing in this Festival)
once again wields the tools of his trade with the skill of
a master. Following the ongoing indictments of federal
officials and exposing favor trading in our nation’s

capital, Gibney illuminates the way our politicians’ desperate need to
get elected—and the millions of dollars it costs—may be undermining
the basic principles of American democracy. Infuriating, yet undeniably
fun to watch, Casino Jack and the United States of Money is a saga of
greed and corruption with a cynical villain audiences will love to hate.
Rehoboth Beach plays a role in the film with Abramoff using the city
to establish a fake corporation in which to filter money. A few scenes
of Rehoboth are used and some of the interviews were conducted here
as well.
[Dir. Alex Gibney, 2010, US, 35mm, 118 mins]
Website: www.magpictures.com
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The Rise and Fall of Eliot Spitzer
				

From the Academy Award®-winning director Alex
Gibney (Taxi to the Dark Side), Client 9 takes an in-depth
look at the rapid rise and dramatic fall of New York
Governor Eliot Spitzer. Nicknamed “the Sheriff of Wall
Street” when he was New York’s attorney general, Eliot
Spitzer prosecuted crimes by America’s largest financial
institutions and some of the most powerful executives
in the country. After his election as governor with the
largest margin in the state’s history, many believed
Spitzer was on his way to becoming the nation’s first
Jewish president. Then, suddenly, shockingly, Spitzer’s
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meteoric rise turned into a precipitous fall when the New York Times
revealed that Spitzer—the paragon of rectitude—had been caught
seeing prostitutes. As his powerful enemies gloated, his supporters
questioned the timing of it all: as the sheriff fell, so did the financial
markets, in a cataclysm that threatened to unravel the global economy.
With unique access to friends, acquaintances, and enemies of the exgovernor (many of whom have come forward for the first time), this film
explores the hidden contours of this tale of hubris, sex, and power.
[Dir. Alex Gibney, 2010, US, 35mm, 117 mins.]

Enemies of the People

One of the most harrowing and compelling personal
documentaries of our time, Enemies of the People exposes
for the first time the truth about the Killing Fields
and the Khmer Rouge who were behind Cambodia’s
genocide. More than simply an inquiry into Cambodia’s
experience, however, Enemies of the People is a profound
meditation on the nature of good and evil, shedding light
on the capacity of some people to do terrible things
and for others to forgive them. Winner of a dozen top
documentary festival awards, including a Special Jury
Prize at Sundance and the Grand Jury Award at the Full
Frame Documentary Festival, this is a riveting film that

Special Jury Prize, Sundance Film Festival, Nestor
Almendros Prize for Courage in Filmmaking, Human
Rights Watch Film Festival 2010, Grand Jury Prize,
Full Frame Documentary Film Festival, True Life Award,
True/False Film Festival, Best Documentary, Santa
Barbara International Film Festival, Outstanding
Documentary Hong Kong Film Festival
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takes audiences as close to witnessing evil as they are ever likely to get.
It is also a personal journey into the heart of darkness by journalist/
filmmaker Thet Sambath, whose family was wiped out in the Killing
Fields, but whose patience and discipline elicits unprecedented oncamera confessions from perpetrators at all levels of the Khmer Rouge
hierarchy. This is investigative journalism of the highest order.
[Dirs. Rob Lemkin and Thet Sambath , 2010, UK/Cambodia, 35mm, 94
mins. In English and Cambodian with English subtitles]
Website: www.enemiesofthepeoplemovie.com
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thurs	nov 11

12:40 PM-2:10 pm	

FRI

NOV 12

9:05 PM-10:35 Pm	

Irish Eyes Pub & Restaurant

SAT

NOV 13

9:35 PM-11:05 Pm	

Sussex Country Association
of Realtors

			

From paperback to celluloid, one of the best-selling
books of the past decade debuts on the big screen in one
of this year’s most highly anticipated documentaries.
The book, Freakonomics, by economist Steven D. Levitt
and author Stephen J. Dubner, famously applied
statistics and incentives to analyze human behaviors,
which yielded surprising and controversial conclusions
that years of psychology and moral philosophy had yet
to reveal. Now a team of celebrated documentarians
has turned the acclaimed book into a riveting cinematic
experience. Alex Gibney (Taxi To The Dark Side) looks
behind the fragile façade of sumo wrestling and exposes
uncomfortable truths about this ancient and revered
sport. Morgan Spurlock (Super Size Me) examines the
consequences of a name, and whether being dubbed

Sponsored by:

Sheniqua, Tripp or Moon Unit has any effect on one’s future prospects.
Rachel Grady and Heidi Ewing (Jesus Camp) explore whether money
can be used to incentivize underachieving kids to pull up their grades
in school. Finally, Eugene Jarecki (Why We Fight) investigates Levitt’s
provocative theory as to why crime rates dramatically dropped in the
early ’90s. Seth Gordon (The King of Kong) weaves the pieces together
with playful animation and commentary from the authors. Like the
book, Freakonomics, the film encourages us to reexamine the world we
know in order to reveal hidden truths lurking beneath the surface.
[Dirs. Alex Gibney, Rachel Grady, Eugene Jarecki, Heidi Ewing, Seth
Gordon, Morgan Spurlock, 2010, US, 35mm, 86 mins]
Website: www.magpictures.com

Last Train Home
Best Documentary, Amsterdam International
Sponsored
Documentary Film Festival, Best Documentary,
San Francisco International Film Festival		

SAT

NOV 13

7:00 PM-8:30 Pm	

Rita Reimer

SUn	

NOV 14

2:55 PM-4:25 Pm	

Coast Press/Beachcomber/			
delmarvanow!com

			

Every spring, major cities in China convulse with the New
Year exodus. Over 130 million peasants-turned-factory
workers jam train stations in a desperate attempt to
go home for this, their only holiday. Filmed vérité style,
Last Train Home’s tight focus on a single family allows
emotional access to the grueling epic journey between
city and countryside. Sixteen years ago, the Zhang
family left the poverty of their village for the wages of
the urban factory, but had to leave behind their infant
daughter Qin. Now middle-aged, the couple sews jeans
in dimly lit garment shops—boxes marked “Made in
China” spell their contribution to the global economy.
Meanwhile, they assuage their grief with the idea that
their sacrifice means better lives for their children.

by:

Finally reunited for the New Year holiday, they find teenaged Qin angry
over her abandonment. In a bitter blow to her parents, she drops out of
school—lured by wages and the excitement of the city—and rejects their
attempts to change her course. Qin’s path provides a visual allegory of
rapid change within China. What happens if Qin shrugs off sacrifice
along with rural life? Visually stunning, intimate and unsettling, Last
Train Home is the fruit of an extraordinary collaboration with the
Zhangs, who present us with the real price of capitalist prosperity—in
generational chasms and social dissolution.
[Dir Lixin Fan, 2010, Canada/China, 35mm 87 mins. In Mandarin and
Sichuan with English subtitles]
Website: www.zeitgeistfilms.com/lasttrainhome

D o c u m e n t a ri e s

Freakonomics
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Mugabe and
the White African

Lurking beneath every frame of Lucy Bailey and Andrew
Thompson’s riveting documentary is a palpable sense
of fear, something many in President Robert Mugabe’s
Zimbabwe feel on a daily basis, especially the film’s
protagonist Mike Campbell and his family. As white
farmers forced to deal with the consequences of
Mugabe’s pernicious “land reform” pronouncement
(made in 2000), an edict that saw many farmers abandon
their farms due to intimidation and physical violence,
Campbell and his clan decide to fight, an astonishing act

Best Documentary at the British Independent Film
Awards, Shortlisted by Academy of Motion Pictures
for Best Documentary, Winner Silverdocs 2009 Grand
Jury Prize, Winner Hamptons International Film
Festival Special Jury Prize

Sponsored by:

thurs	nov 11

4:00 PM-5:40 pm	

Barefoot Wines

SAT

NOV 13

10:00 AM-11:40 AM

SUn	

NOV 14

10:30 AM-12:10 Pm	

of bravery knowing full well the threats they face. The only documentary
feature that has come out of Zimbabwe in recent years––and much of
the footage shot covertly–Mugabe and the White African is perhaps our
only real glimpse of what it’s like to live inside Mugabe’s Zimbabwe.
[Dirs. Lucy Bailey and Andrew Thompson, 2009, Nambia/United
Kingdom, video, 94 mins. In English and Shona with English subtitles]
Website: http://firstrunfeatures.com/mugabeandthewhiteafrican.html

Sons of Perdition
				

“There are no monogamists in heaven,” proclaims
Warren Jeffs, the notorious (and now incarcerated)
leader and “prophet” of the Fundamentalist Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. For decades, the
church’s followers have practiced polygamy, believing
dozens of young wives and scores of children bring them
closer to God, but as Jeffs’ cultish influence over the
community grows, they soon find themselves sacrificing
their freedom of thought. But what was life like in the
sheltered world the Jeffs created? What does it mean
if you leave? For a group of teenage boys, the desire
for autonomy means banishment from their homes
and families. Directors Tyler Measom and Jennilyn

FRI

NOV 12

6:40 PM-8:15 Pm	

SAT

NOV 13

5:40 PM-7:15 Pm	

Merten spent more than two years documenting their struggles—from
enrolling in school, getting jobs, and meeting girls to helping other
family members break free. Measom and Merten fascinatingly follow
the lives of these three exiles and the challenges of being on their
own in mainstream America. But at the same time, they seamlessly
interweave the former lives that they are running away from, creating
a picture that is both inspiring and heartbreaking. Measom and Merten
have a made a gripping story of new beginnings and hope that most of
us could never imagine.
[Dirs. Tyler Measom and Jennilyn Merten, 2010, US, video, 89 mins]
Website: www.sonsofperditionthemovie.com
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Soundtrack For A Revolution tells the story of the
American civil rights movement through its powerful
music -the freedom songs protesters sang on picket
lines, in mass meetings, in paddy wagons, and in jail
cells as they fought for justice and equality. The film
features new performances of the freedom songs by top
artists, including John Legend, Joss Stone, Wyclef Jean,
and The Roots; riveting archival footage; and interviews
with civil rights foot soldiers and leaders, including
Congressman John Lewis, Harry Belafonte, Julian Bond,
and Ambassador Andrew Young. The freedom songs
evolved from slave chants, from the labor movement,
and especially from the black church. The music enabled

Vancouver International Film Festival Best Film,
Morelia International Film Festival, Best Documentary,
FilmFest DC Best Documentary, Chicago International
Film Festival, Best Directional

Sponsored by:

thurs	nov 11

12:00 PM-1:25 pm	

Dogfish Head Craft Brewery

FRI

4:50 PM-6:15 Pm	

WXPN-FM

NOV 12

blacks to sing words they could not say, and it was crucial in helping
the protesters as they faced down brutal aggression with dignity and
non-violence. The infectious energy of the songs swept people up and
empowered them to fight for their rights. The film celebrates the vitality
of this music. Directed by Bill Guttentag and Dan Sturman (Nanking),
and executive produced by Danny Glover, Soundtrack For A Revolution is
a vibrant blend of heart-wrenching interviews, dramatic images, and
thrilling contemporary performances -- a film of significance, energy,
and power.
[Dirs. Bill Guttentag and Dan Sturman, 2009, US, video, 82 mins]
Website: www.soundtrackforarevolutionfilm.com

Summer Pasture
			

Sponsored by:

FRI

NOV 12

3:10 PM-5:10 Pm	

Beth Joselow & Tom Mandel

SUn	

NOV 14

12:20 PM-2:20 Pm	

Rita Reimer

[Q & A with Directors expected]

Summer Pasture is an intimate documentary that offers
a glimpse into the experiences of a young Tibetan family
struggling to reconcile their traditional way of life with a
rapidly modernizing world. This film follows the family of
Locho, Yama and the infant daughter they call Jiatomah,
which can be loosely translated as “pale chubby baby,”
who spend the summer in the pastures of Dzachukha in
Tibet’s Kham region some 15,000 feet above sea level.
The Chinese call this region “Wu-Zui” or “5 Most” for
its reputation as the highest, coldest, poorest, largest
and most remote area in Kham. Neither crops nor trees
grow here; only hearty alpine grass sustains the family’s
herd of yaks — the treasured animals that enable Locho
and Yama to carve an existence from one of the harshest

habitable environments on Earth. Historically, Tibetan nomads have
thrived in an extreme environment where few other humans dared to
live. The basic patterns of life had changed little since the first nomads
domesticated the yak and took to the pastures over 4,000 years ago.
But now, unprecedented challenges are confronting this traditional
lifestyle. Summer Pasture captures the struggles of a young nomadic
family as their pastoral way of life is threatened by fast-approaching
modernization.
[Dirs. Lynn True and Nelson Walker, 2010, Tibet/China/US, video, 98
mins. In Tibetan with English subtitles]
Website: www.summerpasturemovie.com

D o c u m e n t a ri e s

Soundtrack For
A Revolution
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Waste Land
Audience Award for Best World Cinema Documentary,
Sundance Film Festival 2010, Audience Award for Best
Film, Panorama, Berlin Film Festival 2010, Audience
Award, Full Frame Documentary Film Festival 2010,
Target Documentary Filmmaker Award, Dallas Film
Festival 2010, Golden Space Needle Award, Seattle
International Film Festival 2010, Audience Award,
Provincetown Film Festival 2010

Sponsored by:

thurs	nov 11

6:00 PM-7:45 pm	

Deb Appleby

SAT

12:30 PM-2:15 Pm	

Coast Press/Beachcomber/
delmarvanow!com

NOV 13

			

Chosen as best documentary by audiences at both the
Sundance and Berlin International Film Festivals, Waste
Land is a touching, edgy, essential documentary that
encompasses art, the environment, social issues, and
stories of ordinary lives. New York artist Vik Muniz,
renowned for his photographs of portraits made from
an assortment of materials—his most famous being
the ”sugar children”—returns to his native Brazil to
undertake a new project in the Jardim Gramacho, the
world’s largest landfill, outside of Rio de Janeiro. Director
Lucy Walker follows Muniz and captures an intimate story
as he discovers an eclectic and impoverished population
of garbage pickers, ‘catadores’, who spend their days
collecting recyclables from the dump. He hires some of

them for his newest photographic project— creating their images on
a huge scale from bits of recycled materials and then photographing
them from above. Walker uses time-lapse shots to depict the amazing
garbage “mosaics” as they’re created by the catadores. What unfolds is
a story of dignity and remarkable creativity, told through the individuals
whose lives are transformed by art and their own personal contributions
in the making of it. Walker’s film balances hope and reality, and in this
case, at least, one man’s trash ends up being many others’ treasure.
[Dir. Lucy Walker, 2009, Brazil/UK, video, 98 mins. In Portuguese and
English with English subtitles]
Website: www.arthousefilmsonline.com/2010/04/waste-land.html

S h o rt Fi l m s
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The short film is often used to hone one’s skills for ultimately
crafting a feature length film. Often the films lack something
such as depth, character development, or story arch. Here
are a selection of shorts that are not lacking for much as they
are concise, well constructed and are truly, short stories.
Total Running Time of Short Stories: 94 mins.

Thurs
SAT
SUn	

Barefoot Wines

Kavi

Superdigital

The 2010 Oscar® nominated short film, Kavi, is about a
boy in India who wants to play cricket and go to school, but
instead he is forced to work in a brick kiln as a modernday slave. Unsatisfied with his fate, Kavi must choose to
either accept what he’s always been told, or fight for a
different life even if he’s unsure of the ultimate outcome.

A guy finds a video camera in a park. He switches it on,
starts filming women, then rewinds it and watches the
recording. He shouldn’t have done this.

NOV 11
NOV 13
NOV 14

8:30 PM-10:10Pm	
12:55 PM-2:35 Pm	
2:50 PM-4:30 Pm	

[Dir. Istvan Madarasz, 2009, Hungary, 35mm , 2 mins.
No dialogue]

[Dir. Gregg Helvey, 2009, India, 35mm, 19 mins
In Hindi with English subtitles]

Aphrodite’s Farm

Ending (Final)

Everyone in Taranaki wants to know the secret behind
the magical milk produced on Aphrodite’s Farm. The
family secret has remained safe for four generations.
However when patriarch Ralph Riley dies, the future of
the farm is thrown into jeopardy. The timely arrival of
young farm hand Friday will bring the family’s destiny
full circle… but things will get a whole lot worse before
they get any better.

Two parents hold a vigil by the bedside of their comatose
son as they discuss what is best for him. The parents
are aware of a situation that the viewer is unaware of, in
a room where things may not be what they seem..

[Dir. Adam Strange, 2009, New Zealand, 35mm, 15 mins]

[Dir. Hugo Martin Cuervo, 2009, Spain, 35mm, 13 mins. In
Spanish with English subtitles]
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The Train (Vonat)
There are train stations like this - only a few tracks. A
little boy watches the train rumbling by. Light flashes
between the cars as they pass. The boy’s gaze follows
the train as it disappears into the distance. There is
no question, these are his eyes, but something has
changed...
[Dir. Can Togay, Hungary, 2009, 35mm, 7 mins.
No dialogue

Because There Are Things
You Never Forget
(Porque Hay Cosas Que Nunca Se Olvidan)
Naples, Italy, 1950. Four friends are playing soccer out
on the street when the ball is accidentally kicked into
the evil old lady’s yard. They will never play with that
ball again…and for that, revenge will be deadly.
[Dir. Lucas Figueroa, 2009, Spain, 35mm, 13 mins.
In Italian with English subtitles]

Mama

The Cortege (El Cortejo)

In this tale of a worldwide hanging out, a lady is hanging
out the laundry, A simple act, yet as she goes about
her work, the world is changing right in front of her. A
visually interesting short sure to capture the viewer’s
imagination.

Capi is the oldest gravedigger in the cemetary. Used to
working amidst the suffering of others and the jokes of
his colleagues, there is only one person capable of taking
him out of his daily routine. Every month for the last
couple of years he has waited for Marta to take flowers
to the grave of her husband. She is his last hope.

[Dir. Geza Toth, 2010, Hungary, 35mm, 10 mins.
No dialogue]

[Dir. Marina Seresesky, 2010, Spain, 35mm, 15 mins.
In Spanish with English subtitles]

S h o rt Fi l m s
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Looking in the mirror we may not be able to see ourselves
FRI
NOV 12
reflected in all of the films in this program, but I do bet that
SUn	
NOV 14
some will resonate with everyone. Most of these shorts are
light-hearted so at some point you will chuckle, LOL, and even [Includes Q & A with Director]
guffaw while a few others may have you scratching your head.
TOTAL RUNNING TIME: 99 minutes

Sponsored by:

2:30 PM-4:30 Pm	
10:25 AM-12:20 Pm	

CAMP Rehoboth

Queer Pet Adventures

Hens and Chicks

Sassy, furry and oh, so cute! The adventures of some gay
and lesbians friends and their equally queer pets come
to life in these delightful animated shorts.

Raised by two mothers, Hanna knows that there are
many different types of families. But, when her friend
Marco explains that a rooster is needed in order for a
hen to produce an egg, Hanna starts wondering exactly
how she was conceived.

[Dir. Veronique Courtois, 2010, US, DVD,
10 mins 5 x 2 mins]

[Dir. Becky Lane, 2010, US, video, 15 mins]

Curious Thing

Public Relations

He’s cute, he’s sweet, he knows you better than anyone
else… but, sweetie, he’s straight. Many gay men have
fallen prey to these same sentiments but watching it
play out on the screen is a joyous occasion.

Two worlds collide when a miserable Hollywood
assistant and her sexy New York counterpart finally
meet each other after a lengthy phone friendship. Both
escape their bad bosses to a wild night in Hollywood
and find that they both have more to share than just
conversations. Public Relations is a funny, fresh take on
growing up - and going after what you really want

[Dir. Alain Hain, 2009, US, video, 9 mins.]

[Dir. Gianna Sobol, 2009, US, video, 17 mins.]
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The Armoire

Cried Suicide

Eleven year-old Aaron plays a game of Hide & Seek
but his friend Tony is never found. The mystery of their
relationship and their queer attachment to the armoire
in Aaron’s bedroom can only be revealed, it turns out,
through hypnosis. Part black comedy, part suspense
thriller …. a unique film to be sure.

Heartbroken over an ex-girlfriend, Jay is desperate
for attention and fakes a suicide attempt. When she
returns home with her best friend Jen, they are visited
by well-meaning friends who don’t know Jay was faking
and offer condolences in the form of tears, food, and
even porn.

[Dir. Jamie Travis, Canada, 2009, video, 22 min]

[Dir. Lauren Palmigiano, 2010, US, DVD, 14 mins.]

Gayby
Jenn and Matt are best friends from college who are now
in their 30s. Lately, their relationship has dwindled to
the occasional social-networking exchange. In an effort
to “reconnect,” they decide to have a baby together,
taking the easiest, cheapest route of just having sex—
even though Matt is gay and Jenn is straight. WARNING:
this film contains an incredibly awkward sex scene
[Dir. Jonathan Lisecki, 2010, US, video, 12 mins]

S h o rt Fi l m s
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Everything I Know I Learned 			
from Children

Sponsored by:

Typically it is adults who try to use life’s lessons as a teaching
strategy for children. In these shorts, it is the children who
teach us the valuable lessons of life. Whether living through
war, dealing with kinky hair, or even using power tools, we
cannot deny that out of the mouth of babes…comes learning.
TOTAL RUNNING TIME: 110 minutes

THuRs
FRI

Superhero

Ana’s Playground

A white amnesiac finds himself stranded in the middle
of an arid landscape dressed as a superhero. He’s
assisted and spurred on by a young black boy who
wholeheartedly believes that he is a superhero. But as
the man’s memory returns he discovers that he’s been
anything but a hero..

Ana’s Playground depicts just another day for children
surrounded by armed conflict. When Ana is forced
into a sniper zone to retrieve a soccer ball, she finds
herself in a game of cat-and-mouse with a mysterious
shooter. As their interaction comes to a head, she
and her friends make the ultimate decision, showing
that a moment of humanity can quickly be lost in an
environment of war and violence.

[Dir. Hanneke Schutte, 2010, South Africa, DVD, 15 mins]

NOV 11
NOV 12

1:45 PM-3:40 Pm	
8:35 PM-10:30 Pm	

Sneaky Suspicions
AmericInns of Delaware

[Dir. Eric D. Howell, 2009, US, DVD , 18 mins]

The Day I Grew Up
(Päev, mil ma kasvasin)
Fantasy is a gift that we all have but may not know how
to use it. It’s the same deal with childhood.
[Dir. Martti Helde, 2009, Estonia, DVD, 24 mins. In
Estonian with English subtitles]

She’s A Fox
Infatuated with the hottest girl in school, fifth-grader
Cameron Sawyer puts everything on the line - including
his mullet - to win the girl of his dreams. A story of
Glitter, Glam and Glory!.
[Dir. Cameron Sawyer, 2009, US, video, 18 mins.]
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Father Christmas
Doesn’t Come Here
A naïve young girl with low self-esteem wants to be as
beautiful as her mother. She decides to write to Father
Christmas asking for long, straight hair. Her dream is
almost ruined by a cynical man who gives her a dose of
reality, which makes her resort to extremes to achieve
her goal. With the help of her grandmother, she finds
true acceptance and identity.

Delmer Builds a Machine
A little boy, complete with tool belt, hardhat and even
a lunchbox, spends the day painstakingly constructing
a machine and ends up getting much more than he
bargained for.
[Dir. Landon Zakheim, 2009, US, video, 2 mins.]

[Dir. Bheki Sibiya, South Africa, 2009, DVD, 14 mins. In
Zulu with English subtitles]

Careful With That Axe

Six Dollar Fifty Man

A young boy tries his hand at chopping firewood with
his father’s razor sharp axe. He finds that the axe is
incredibly heavy, so heavy that he balances himself by
resting one bare foot on the chopping block…this could
be trouble.

It’s hard to look after yourself in the playground when
you’re different. Set in New Zealand during the 1970(s),
the Six Dollar Fifty Man follows Andy, a gutsy eight year-old
boy who lives in a make believe superhero world where
his imagination allows him to perform extraordinary
physical feats, to deal with playground bullies. But when
Andy gets in trouble with the headmaster, he realizes
that to save himself & his only friend Mary, he must face
up to the real world.

[Dir. Jason Stutter, 2009, New Zealand, 35mm, 2 mins.]

[Dirs. Mark Albiston and Louis Sutherland, 2009, New
Zealand, 35mm, 15 mins]
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Everything I Know I Learned from Children

Careful With
That Power Tool
The long overdue sequel to Careful with that Axe, this films
shows that power tools and children just don’t mix.
[Dir. Jason Stutter, 2009, New Zealand, 35mm, 2 mins.]

S p e ci a l Scr e e n i n g
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MAYOR CUPCAKE
Wed

NOV 10

8:00 PM-9:45 PM

FRI

NOV 12

7:25 PM-9:10 PM

SAT

NOV 13

7:35 PM-9:20 PM		

[Includes Q & A with Director]

In sleepy Bridgeville Mary Maroni, a cupcake maker and mother of three,
is happy with life the way it is—simple. Her life revolves around her family
and a handful of quirky town characters who hang out at Jimmy’s Grille. But
complications arise when daughter Lana secretly registers Mary as a candidate
in the upcoming mayoral election where four-term Charlie Bloodworth is
a shoe-in. In a strange twist of fate Mary becomes Mayor. Uneducated and
politically naive, Mary relies on her gut instincts and her trusted friends,
including down-on-his-luck Albert, to help her run the town, which is nearly
bankrupt through years of corruption and cronyism under Bloodworth. Setting
up the town offices in her bakery, Mary takes on the job of getting Bridgeville
back on track by implementing drastic—and unusual—measures. Mary’s style
of governing garners her local and then national attention, a few enemies,
and a new nickname: Mayor Cupcake. When a scandal erupts that involves
Mary’s family, it looks like Mayor Cupcake will lose it all: her reputation, her
job and her fight to save Bridgeville. Starring Lea Thompson, Judd Nelson,
Frankie Faison, Dorian Harewood and Zoey Deutch.and featuring music by
Gavin DeGraw, Helen Austin, Flying Machines, Simple Minds, Maddie Deutch
& Cliff Hillis.
[Dir. Alex Pires, 2010, US, video, 86 Mins.]

Joan Crawford’s Home Movies
FRI

NOV 12

1:55 PM-3:00 PM

SAT

NOV 13

2:40 PM-3:45 PM

Ever wonder what it would be like to be at Joan
Crawford’s house? Casual and comfy? Modern,
contemporary or shabby chic? Is she as beautiful
and elegant in her everyday surroundings as she
was known in her films? If you ever thought of
being a fly on the wall and landing somewhere
in the surrounds of Joan Crawford, join her
grandson, Casey LaLonde, as he presents and
narrates Joan Crawford’s Home Movies, a rare
look at the consummate movie star at home and
off-screen.
Casey LaLonde has written the forewords for
both Joan Crawford: Her Life in Letters and
the upcoming Joan Crawford: An Illustrated
Filmography, and is working to restore his
grandmother’s good name and reputation. In
the past years, there have been some negative

stigmas attached to Ms. Crawford, most of which
stem from her daughter Christina’s book (and
eventual movie) Mommie Dearest. For Crawford’s
true fans, the book and movie are slaps in the face
to a woman that has inspired, and continues to
inspire many people. According to LaLonde, “it’s
a sad portrayal and an untrue representation”.
The home movie collection is an opportunity to
showcase the real Joan Crawford.
True fans of Joan Crawford will surely not want
to miss the insightful and entertaining hour
as we learn about the real Joan through Joan
Crawford’s Home Movies.
[2010, US, DVD, 60 Mins.]
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This year the Regional Showcase represents a wide array of talent and styles, a combination of first screenings of raw filmmaking
and well polished, well produced films. Each film brings energy and excitement and tells a story that is longing to be told. We are
very pleased to once again bring you films that have a connection to the region.
Directed by Baltimore native and current resident, Matthew Porterfield, Putty Hill
has made the rounds of the largest and most well known festivals including Berlin
and SXSW. In the film, a young man dies of a heroin overdose in an abandoned
house in Baltimore. On the eve of his funeral, family and friends gather to
commemorate his life. Their shared memories paint a portrait of a community
hanging in the balance, skewed by poverty, city living, and a generational divide
but united in their pursuit of a new American Dream.
Regional connection: Matthew Porterfield is a Baltimore resident
currently making films in Baltimore and teaching at Johns Hopkins University.
[Dir. Matthew Porterfield, 2009, US, video, 87 mins]

Putty Hill
SAT

NOV 12

Website: www.puttyhillmovie.com
Matthew Porterfield was recently announced by Filmmaker Magazine as one of its

6:25 PM-8:00 PM		 “25 New Faces of Independent Film” The 12th annual list spotlights, up-and-comers

[Includes Q & A with Director]

poised to shape the next generation of independent film. Please join Rob Rector as
he sits down for a conversation with Matthew. See Page 89 for more information.

Sponsored by:

The prestigious U.S. Naval Academy is distinguished by its clean-cut male and
female students in crisp uniforms who are excited by the opportunity to serve
their country. But how many of them are LGBT, and what is their experience at
the Academy? Filmmaker and former Navy submarine officer Steve Clark Hall
asks, and eleven gay and lesbian alumni tell. With humor and charm, former
officers share their struggles and triumphs in these candid stories of coming out
and coming to terms with their sexuality during their service.
Regional connection: The Navy Academy is an institution that is of interest
to most of the festival audience and many members of the film reside in nearby
communities.
[Dir. Steven Clark Hall, 2010, DVD, 73 mins]

Out Of Annapolis
SAT

NOV 13

3:35 PM-5:20 PM		

[Includes Q & A with Director]

Sponsored by:

Wounded in the war, Tommy Donahue and DD Davis return home from Iraq to
their North Philadelphia slum neighborhood. Tommy returns home to his wife,
Faith, whom he abandoned while she was pregnant. He meets his four-year-old
daughter, Hope, for the first time, and she begins to melt his frozen heart. DD
faces the pressure to save his younger brother, James, from becoming a victim
of the streets. Meanwhile their oldest brother, Darnell, has risen to become the
neighborhood kingpin. The two find themselves trapped in the same slums they
joined the military to escape from. As they struggle to make their wrongs right,
their own families become entangled in a web of crime and corruption so thick,
murder becomes their only option.

Cost of A Soul
SAT

NOV 13

[Includes Q & A with Director]

Sponsored by:

12:00 PM-1:30 PM		

Regional connection: Writer/Director Sean Kirkpatrick is a Philadelphia
native and the film was shot in and around Philadelphia with a cast from the
area as well.
Dir. Sean Kirkpatrick, 2010, US, video, 105 mins]

R e g i o n a l S h o wc a s e

R e g i o n a l s h o wc a s e

R e g i o n a l S h o wc a s e
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Short Fi lm s fr o m ar
ou nd h e r e
			
[TOTAL RUN TIME: 71 mins without Q&A]

Fri	

NOV 12

5:30 PM-7:35 PM

[Includes Q & A with Directors]		

Sponsored By:
Coast Press/Beachcomber/			
delmarvanow!com

The Last Resort

If I Can’t Dance

Most vacationers at the beach don’t think twice about the
people who serve their food, ring up their purchases or
clean their hotel rooms. If they do, they might imagine
the life in a beach town as an idyllic permanent vacation.
But Jeb and Heather, two employees at a resort hotel,
know that working in a beach town can be far from ideal.
As they prepare to close up the resort for the season,
all they want to do is retire to their favorite bar and
celebrate. Their hopes for an uneventful closing day are
ruined when one guest refuses to leave.

An inspirational documentary about the power of dance
to help those with Parkinson’s Disease. Not only is it
inspiring to see the dancers transform, it is stirring to
watch the instructors give their heart and soul to teach
these amazing individuals to move. The culmination of
the hard work is a performance on the stage of the world
famous Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts.

Regional connection: Director Rob Waters and
all the cast are residents of Rehoboth, Lewes and
surrounding areas.

Regional connection: The film was produced by
Last Name Left production from Arlington, VA. The
program is conducted by the Bowen McCauley Dance
Company from Arlington, VA and all of the participants
and instructors are from that area.

[Dir. Rob Waters, 2010, US, video, 38 mins]

[Dir. Mikael Manoukian, 2010, US, DVD, 11 mins]

Jog

A Rock and A Hard Place

A young woman is jogging in a park. She hears someone
call for help from the woods around her. Compelled to
go in and investigate, despite her apprehension, she
discovers there may be no helping the other person, or
herself.

An old man has a huge rock in his yard. Unable to move it,
he writes a letter to his son, explaining his predicament.
After his son, who lives in an 8x6 jail cell in a maximum
security prison, receives the letter, he devises a clever
solution that involves a SWAT team, a sledgehammer,
and a dead police officer.

Regional connection: Director Mark Hagood is a
resident of Millersville, MD.
[Dir. Mark Hagood, 2010, US, DVD, 10 mins]

Regional connection: Director Anthony Faust
lives in Sterling , VA and Actor John Calvin Doyle is a
Rehoboth native.
[Dir. Anthony Faust, 2010, US, video, 12 mins]
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C o u n tr y S p o t l i g h t : I n d i a
By Ramsey Furse
Each year Country Spotlight showcases the art of filmmaking from a specific region by
presenting a selection of films that expose audiences to the culture and lives of people in
distant lands.
This experience is further enhanced in the Big Tent where festival attendees can participate
in a variety of cultural activities that further acquaint us with the traditions of the featured
country (See Live in the Lounge, pages 92-93). Country Spotlight also engages industry
professionals to lead a seminar so we may learn the differences and similarities of the film
industry around the globe.
Although countries may have cultural, religious, and political differences, Country Spotlight
reveals the universality of the human experience. Be sure to include Country Spotlight
activities in your Festival schedule. You will be glad that you did!
This year we are pleased to present Country Spotlight: India
While the attention of most international media is focused on

epics, which frequently feature several grand song and dance

the palm tree laden streets of Hollywood when it comes time

numbers, regardless of the genre of the rest of the film. This

to report on the film business, it is the streets of Bollywood

blending of numerous, and in theory, disparate elements from

which are some of the most vibrant in the industry. For several

different genres into a single film is called a “masala film” and

decades now the film industry of India, has been the most

is very popular in India.

prolific one in the world, and one of the most diverse ones as
well. In 2009, a total of 1,288 feature films plus 200 shorts were

All of this might not have been possible however, without the

made in India.

work of Dadasaheb Phalke, known as the Father of Indian
Cinema. Originally trained in photography, Phalke was so

The term “Bollywood” is often used incorrectly, as it refers just

enamored after a 1910 showing of the film The Life of Christ that

to the Hindi filmmaking center of Mumbai (formerly Bombay),

he became determined to create a local film business in India,

instead of to the entire Indian film business. India is a nation of

which would focus on Indian values and folklore. After going

many different languages which is reflected in the 24 different

overseas to train in England, he would return and make his

languages used in feature films released in 2009 alone.

first film Raja Harishchandra, and one that would prove to be the
beginning of a string of successes. Throughout the rest of the

The most recognized director in Indian history, is Satyajit Ray.

decade his films would become more popular and critically

His best known films are The Apu Trilogy, a series of films about

acclaimed, while at the same time staying true to the Indian

a young Bengali boy growing up in the early decades of the

culture that Phalke sought to represent. Indian gods and

1900’s. Of these three films, Panther Panchali, the first one in

goddesses were portrayed in his films, and Indians themselves

the series, is the one which established Ray’s international

would act out the characters. His films were truly a national

reputation. These films would be at the forefront of “parallel

affair, and while he would fall out of favor after the rise of

cinema,” also known as the “Indian New Wave,” one of the

talkies, his early attempts at creating a national style of film

preeminent movements in art film in Indian history. Ray would

would give birth to a gigantic legacy of film.

go on to make many more critically acclaimed films throughout
his lifetime, and would receive an Honorary Oscar in 1992, just

The Indian films that make up the spotlight contain a great

weeks before his death.

balance of big blockbusters and powerful and sophisticated

While Ray’s more naturalistic style might have been the best

independent cinema, which is experiencing a surge in the type

example of Indian cinema, the common type of films shown

of films being made in the country.

in modern-day India, are elaborate action and drama filled
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The story of Dadasaheb Phalke told above is chronicled in the festival film
Harishchandra Factory (PAGE 39). The 2010 Indian entry into the Academy
Awards for Best Foreign film is a delightful film that takes a light and
entertaining approach to telling a true story. To call it an Indian biopic
would be accurate, but would belie the nature of the character and the
film. The other blockbuster is the 2009 Indian entry into the Academy
Awards for Best Foreign Film, Like Stars on Earth (PAGE 45). It is a sweet
film focusing on a little boy who is “different”. He just can’t seem to fit in

Harishchandra Factory

and while he is a good kid, he encounters some disciplinary problems and

Page: 39

is shipped off to boarding school. When a new teacher takes an interest in
the boy, he finds out that the “problem” is dyslexia and goes about working
with the child through their common interest in art. It is a beautiful story
that is a triumph of the human spirit.
On the independent end of the spectrum are 2 films that brought Indian
Cinema to the world stage. Peepli Live (PAGE 49) is the first Indian film
ever to screen in the Sundance Film Festival. Best labeled as a satire, the

Like Stars on Earth

film uses the very real problem of farmer suicide to highlight the media

Page: 45

frenzy in the country. When it is suggested that a farmer commit suicide
to get insurance money that his family can use to create a better life, the
media gets a hold of the story and runs with it. A little madcap, a little
zany, a lot poignant, the bottom line is a great film. Udaan (PAGE 54) is
youth story that focuses on a boy who comes back from boarding school to
live under the iron fist of his father. The boy wants to be a writer and his
beautiful poems dot the landscape of the film. His father will have none of
it and the conflict between them escalates. A story of familial dysfunction

Peepli Live

permeates the story, yet it is a simple, touching film that shows the depth

Page: 49

of the filmmaking talent in India.
Finally, Kavi is in the Short Stories program (PAGE 66). The 2010 Oscar®
nominated short film is about a boy in India who wants to play cricket and
go to school, but instead he is forced to work in a brick kiln as a modernday slave. Unsatisfied with his fate, Kavi must choose to either accept what
he’s always been told, or fight for a different life even if he’s unsure of the
ultimate outcome.

Udaan
Page: 54

Kavi
Page: 66
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Si d e b a r : Lights, Camera...ACTION!
By Ramsey Furse

Typically independent films, such as the ones that populate a film festival, are rarely
associated with action. They can be considered thought-provoking, sophisticated,
satirical, witty, picturesque, etc. But rarely are they considered full of action. While
this is still the “norm,” this year’s Festival also finds an especially high amount of pure
unadulterated ACTION! The heart pounding, adrenaline rushing, and edge of your seat
style, ACTION is the key component to several films. If you think action has no place in
an independent film festival, these films will make you think again.
One such pair of films that fall into this genre is Mesrine (PAGE
46) a set of biopics about notorious French gangster Jacques
Mesrine. Like many of the traditional gangster films that American
audiences would be more familiar with, these films detail the rise
and fall of Jacques Mesrine in a story that spans decades and
details many aspects of his underworld career. The films are shot
by a crew who has experience in general cinema and know how
to make their images stand out in the best traditions of artistic
filmmaking. However, despite this attention to a more definitive
set of details, the film retains the heart-pounding traditions
associated with the action genre. Mesrine was a larger than
life character, whose crimes and adventures would provide the
filmmaker with a large expanse of set pieces to draw from. From
bank heists, to multiple escapes from prison, these two films
(Killer Instinct and Public Enemy Number 1) are filled with event after
event that will excite audiences and leave them on the edge of
their seats. At the same time, the films deal with the moral decay
and deeper level of human understanding that Mesrine undergoes
during his decades in crime, yet they manage to take the audience
on an exciting thrill ride.
Another film in the Festival that covers similar territory is Largo
Winch (PAGE 43). The story of the unconventional heir to a
multinational corporation returning to rescue it from destruction is
jam-packed with scenes of corporate intrigue and sabotage, which
often leaves the boardroom and spills over into the outside world.
The title character of the film is a globetrotter, hoping from nation
to nation Brazil to Hong Kong to Croatia, in an attempt to uncover
the riddle at the film’s center. Along the way, as he gets caught
up in corporate intrigue, Largo and his adversaries participate
in several chase scenes, and other moments of suspense and
exhilaration. The film is not just an exercise in turning one’s brain

Mesrine:
Killer Instinct

Mesrine Public
Enemy Number 1

Page: 46

Page: 46

off however, as the context of these action scenes is completely
lost if one cannot understand the back story behind them. The
film also serves as a commentary, albeit an exaggerated one, on
the high stakes world of the modern business community. Hitmen
and spies are common parlance for the wheelers and dealers of
this film’s world, and while its characters might not always take
the structures of society quite seriously, the film still appears to
have something to say about those structures as well.
Animal Kingdom (PAGE 34) is another film which falls into the
action genre. This Australian film, set in Melbourne, tells the
story of a family of criminals, whose violent actions in the drug
trade are seen from the perspective of a 17-year- old member,
who is entering this world after previously being shielded from
his family’s violence. While the content of the film seems like
the typical action fare that one might see at the local multiplex,
the film itself seeks to separate itself from its more mainstream
cousins in several smaller ways. Reviews of the film coming out
of Sundance have described the style as “naturalistic,” and while
the content follows the typical action movie, things aren’t always
shot in the same way, nor do they unfold at the same tempo. This
is a film with a difference in style, portraying this genre in a new
context.
Finally the award-winning Israeli film Lebanon (PAGE 44) uses war
to mirror the ills of society. Taking place all within the confines
of the tank or views seen through the tanks scope, the films
claustrophobic vision makes for compelling viewing. While action
is at every turn, amongst the booming of tank fire and searing
rounds of gunfire, the psychological rigors of war and the battles
raging inside the heads of the soldiers take center stage.

Largo Winch

Animal Kingdom

Lebanon

Page: 43

Page: 34

Page: 44
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Difficult Films...Rewarding Viewing

By Ramsey Furse

While two films do not usually make up a sidebar, there are 2 films that will fall under
the label of “difficult”, and therefore deserve the special attention of a sidebar.
A “difficult” film is hardly a new turn of events for film festivals
in general, or this Festival in particular. There have been plenty
of films given this label in the past, and there will be many
more given it in the future. When dealing with an art form that
is coming from a variety of different countries and cultures,
there is understandably going to be some discussions and
divisions that arise from these differences. However, rather
than look at the heat that these films generate and reject
them because of it, one should instead look at the source
of this heat, and discover that it comes from passion. While
some might reject this passion out of hand, I would insist that
its presence is what makes these films worth showing and
worth viewing. Something in them clearly affects an audience
in a much more profound way than the typical cinematic fare.
One example of a film that might be considered “difficult”
by ordinary audiences is How I Ended This Summer (PAGE 41).
Much of the film is taken up with long, static shots detailing
the mundane responsibilities and chores of a pair of workers
at a Russian weather station in the area of the Arctic Circle.
There is not much of what would be considered conventional
“action” in this film, as the long unending days of the Arctic
summer are translated in a way to the film itself. The film
would be labeled slow by any sort of conventional definition,
and in many ways the tempo that the plot progresses at
makes the film difficult to watch. However, while this difficulty

How I Ended
This Summer
Page: 41

might arise, it arises for a reason, as the purpose of this
plotting is to express, in a filmic way, the monotony of life at
this observation station, and how it can affect the mentality
of those who work there. Without the difficulty that the film
provides, it would not be as possible to accurately enter the
mindset of its main characters.
One aspect of films that oftentimes makes them difficult to
view is their portrayal of violence. One film in this category
that will be screened at the festival this year is Canada’s
Polytechnique (PAGE 49), which features violent elements that
are at times uncomfortable to watch, and which will initiate
a strong reaction from the viewer. The filmmaker sets out to
recreate, in documentary style, a Canadian school shooting,
and in order to accurately capture the horror of that day;
some graphic shots of violence are included. The director
chose black and white to not make the gore a central focus
rather the psychological ramification of the actions. Because
of this, these strong feelings and lack of comfort are exactly
the reaction that people should experience watching the film.
This film might not be easy to watch, but rather than simply
use this as a reason to criticize it, one can see this as a way,
even if it is not an easy one, for the audience to view the world
around themselves. We should not deny that this type of
violence exists, but instead face it full on as films like this do,
so we can better understand.

Polytechnique
Page: 49
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SCREENWRITING WITH KHRIS BAXTER

Presented in partnership with the Rehoboth Beach Writer’s Guild

THE ART AND CRAFT OF ADAPTATION (NOVEL, SHORT STORY, PLAY)
10:00 AM — 1:00PM Wednesday, November 10
Upstairs Screening Room
Admission: $60
Are you an emerging screenwriter? A writer who would like to take a stab at converting your novel, short story or play to
a film? This workshop is for you! Screenwriter and producer Khris Baxter will lead you through a structured process for
adapting these formats to the screen. He will use examples from screenplays and film clips to demonstrate the screenwriting
process: theme, story, structure, character development, scene construction and dialogue. Khris will also address the unique
challenges faced by the adapter of original works. This is an affordable opportunity to learn how to channel your ideas,
creativity and skill into storytelling Hollywood-style. Limited enrollment, register now!

SCREENWRITING INTENSIVE WORKSHOP
10:00 AM — 12:00PM Thursday, November 11
Upstairs Screening Room
Admission: $60
Do you have a screenplay getting dusty on your shelf? Pick the best one and bring nine copies of the first 10 pages to this skillenhancing workshop. Don’t miss this exclusive opportunity to reap the benefits of professional discussion and critique of your
work. Khris Baxter will lead you through the process Hollywood readers use when faced, each day, with a stack of scripts to
read and evaluate. Workshop limited to eight attendees.

A CONVERSATION WITH KHRIS BAXTER
6:00PM — 7:00PM Thursday, November 11
Festival Tent (bump-out)
Admission: $10
Meet screenwriter and producer Khris Baxter. Find out everything you’ve wanted to know (but may have been afraid to ask)
about bringing an original idea or story to the screen. Arrive a few minutes early to sample a glass of wine and nibble of
cheese. Then sit back and enjoy a discussion with, and industry insight from a seasoned professional.

Khris Baxter is a screenwriter, producer, and story consultant. He teaches screenwriting at The Writer’s
Center in Bethesda, MD, Gettysburg College, the low-residency MFA at Queens University in Charlotte,
NC, and private workshops throughout the Washington, D.C. Metro area. His body of work includes five
optioned screenplays and one produced film. He is currently writing and producing “Homestretch,” a
feature film based on the documentary by the same name. Khris is a member of the Virginia Film Office
where he is a judge for the annual Governor’s Screenwriting Competition. He is also the founder of
Baxter Baker & Associates (baxterbaker.com), a presentation and communications consulting firm.
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10:00 AM– 11:30 AM, Thursday, November 11
The Big Tent, behind Movies at Midway
Admission: Free (Advance registration is not required)
While much about Indian cinema may not be known outside of its borders, the Indian film
industry is immense. In the past year, a total of 1,288 feature films were made in India plus
close to 200 shorts, a number higher than anywhere else in the world. While “Bollywood” films
(movies that use song and dance numbers) dominant the landscape, this is not the only type
of films that India produces. The independent film is making a surge into theatres in India and
are being widely accepted by citizens, and the world. In 2010, India had its first entry ever into
the prestigious (and indie favorite) Sundance Film Festival with Peepli Live (Page 49) and a slot
in the Cannes Film Festival with Udaan (Page 54) where an Indian film has not been seen in more
than a decade.
India’s vast geography is also evident in its films as each region has distinctive landscapes and
unique stories. More than 24 different languages were represented in 2009 films. While the
Central Film Board of India is the main organization, most of the regions have a board that
helps promote and often produce regional cinema. The governance boards can also have a
dramatic effect on the films themselves as India has a very stringent censorship control
unlike very few other nations. Often the censoring process makes it difficult to get a film
made or eventually seen by the people.
In this seminar Cynthia Cooper from Towson University and Andrew Sharma of Salisbury
University bring you two sides of Indian cinema: one side is the art of Indian cinema, including
the craft, cultures and critical response, both domestic and abroad, and the second is the
censorship side and the impact it has on the above issues. While the two may seem mutually
exclusive, they really do go hand in hand on shaping the look and feel of the cinema of India.

Dr. Cynthia A. Cooper

Dr. Andrew Sharma

Cynthia is the Chairperson and Associate Professor in
the Mass Communication & Communication Studies
Department at Towson University. She has authored
several books on media law, and teaches media
courses in management, economics and regulation.
She has presented at academic conferences on the
interrelationship of media content and government versus
private sector funding.

Andrew Sharma is currently a Professor, teaching audio,
video and digital film production in the Communication
Arts Department at Salisbury University. He has extensive
academic and national and international industry
experience, having worked in the advertising, film and
television industry here and abroad. He is an accomplished
producer and director having numerous documentaries
and commercials to his credit. Recently, he was awarded a
Fulbright Fellowship to teach media in India.
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From Script to Screen... and Beyond
9:00 AM– 10:30 AM, Saturday, November 13
Upstairs Screening Room, Movies at Midway
Admission: Free (Advance registration is not required)
When we sit down in the theatre with popcorn, soda and junior
mints, we are excited for the entertainment that lies ahead
whether it be scary, funny, or moving. This same anticipation
can now be experienced in our homes with Netfilx, Redbox and
the other delivery methods that are becoming a part of our
lives. Most of us do not take the time to think about the process
that a film goes through before we can sit down to enjoy it.
We may know vaguely what the various steps in the process
are, but do we REALLY know what it takes? Do we understand
the skills that are essential to filmmaking and the hardships
often involved with an industry that is often a difficult one to
navigate?
From Script to Screen …and Beyond brings you insights into
some of the major components of filmmaking: Screenwriting,
direction, production and ultimately, distribution, including the
various forms it can take to ensure that a film is seen by an
audience. While many of these facets of filmmaking seem easy
to identify and explain, each one is a complex segment of the
overall lifecycle of a film and has a strong need for interaction
with the other facets.
So if you have ever wondered why a script gets written, what
a director does, how a producer produces and what form the
final product takes and how all these pieces interact, do not
miss this informative and entertaining seminar that connects
you with film industry professionals and find out how a film
goes from SCRIPT to SCREEN and BEYOND.

Moderator: Marlon Wallace
Marlon Wallace is an editor at WBOC-TV. He’s responsible
for overseeing the stories in three evening broadcasts. He
graduated from Wesley College with a degree in Media Arts and
Film in 2003. He started working in TV news that same year as
a photojournalist, learning production techniques very similar
to filmmaking. In 2007, he created The M Report, an online site
dedicated to film review, media study and local entertainment
coverage not only in Delaware but also the Eastern Shores
of Maryland and Virginia as well as surrounding cities like
DC and Philadelphia. Marlon’s work has been published in
various newspapers and magazines, including recently in Film
International. He resides in Dover, DE

Marc Meyers
Marc is a filmmaker and playwright. His award-winning film
Harvest is his second narrative feature, and is currently playing
international festivals. Marc also wrote & directed Approaching
Union Square, which had its International Premiere at the
Montreal World Film Festival, and is now on Sundance
Channel. Marc has also directed documentaries, music videos,
and web content. He was part of the filmmaking team behind
the 9/11-themed documentary Witnessing which premiered

at the Tribeca Film Festival and was broadcast on MSNBC.
He is an alumnus of various theater collectives in New York
including the Ensemble Studio Theatre and The Cherry Lane
Theatre. His plays have been staged at a variety of theaters in
NYC. Marc formerly handled sales & sponsorship at Variety.
He was also part of the producer team for the inaugural New
York Documentary Festival (“docfest”). He began his career in
entertainment as a development consultant for the IFP Market
& Gotham Awards. Marc is a graduate of Franklin & Marshall
College. He is originally from Peekskill, NY and lives with his
wife in New York City.

Jody Girgenti
Jody is a film and television producer. Most recently, she
produced Harvest, written and directed by her Ibid Filmworks
partner Marc Meyers. It stars Academy Award nominees
Robert Loggia and Barbara Barrie, with original music by
Grammy and Tony winner Duncan Sheik. Harvest won Best
American Independent Film at the Cleveland International
Film Festival, and won both the Jury Prize and Audience Award
for Best Narrative Feature at the Sacramento Film & Music
Festival. The Examiner gave it 5 stars, saying “entertaining and
poignant,” and The New York Times ran a very nice piece in its
Sunday edition, noting, among other things, the “impressive
cast.” Jody also produced Marc’s award winning and critically
praised feature film Approaching Union Square, which has
been playing on Sundance Channel for the past two years.
In addition to working on Harvest, Jody is actively developing
and producing a slate of projects for film, television, online,
and corporate clients. Jody formerly served as an original
programming executive at AMC, where she oversaw series and
specials in development and supervised production of pilots
and series. Prior, Jody was part of the first team at ThinkFilm,
working on the theatrical releases of films from Jodie Foster,
Gus Van Sant, and Laurent Cantet. Jody began her career
working at Court TV, part of the development team responsible
for documentaries and original movies, including the Peabody
award-winning The Interrogation of Michael Crowe and
global social issue campaign Speak Truth to Power. Jody is a
member of the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences, and the
Producers Guild of America. She is a graduate of the University
of Pennsylvania. Jody currently resides in New York City.

Richard Ross
Richard has worked in the entertainment industry for the
last 25 years. After working as a video buyer for a large NJ
chain, he left to take a regional job with Sony Pictures. From
there, he worked in sales for various independent companies
including New York-based Triboro Entertainment and Unapix
Entertainment, before starting TLA Releasing. He is now
celebrating the first year anniversary of his company Breaking
Glass Pictures, which specializes in horror, independent, edgy,
erotic, and GLBT fare. Richard currently lives in Philidelphia.
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9:00 AM– 10:30 AM, Sunday, November 14
Upstairs Screening Room, Movies at Midway

Admission: Free (Advance registration is not required)
For those of you who read the catalog from cover to cover, it will come as old news that
Matthew Porterfield was recently announced by Filmmaker Magazine as one of its “25
New Faces of Independent Film” The list “spotlights up-and-comers poised to shape the
next generation of independent film.” This Baltimore resident is someone who has received
accolades from major publications, critical praise from writers and festivals throughout
the world, and is a well travelled director/writer/producer who is content to call Baltimore
his home. Spending time between making films and teaching film at Johns Hopkins University,
Matthew is happy working outside of the “Hollywood Machine.” His films are a reflection of
and a reaction to his surroundings as well as his persona.
Join RBFS Founding Board member Rob Rector as he sits down with Matthew Porterfield
to discuss filmmaking, Matt’s influences and motivations, thoughts on being a new face of
Independent Film, his past film, Hamilton, current film Putty Hill (Screening in RBIFF, see page
77) and what’s on the horizon. It is sure to be an insightful, entertaining, and informative
morning.

Matt Porterfield

Moderator: Rob Rector

Matt studied film at NYU’s Tisch School of the Arts and
teaches screenwriting, theory, and production in the Film
& Media Studies Program at Johns Hopkins University.
His first feature, Hamilton, was released theatrically in
2006. Called “one of the finest American independent
films ever made” by New Yorker film editor Richard
Brody, it continues to tour festivals, museums, and arthouse theatres around the world and was included in
John Water’s 2006 Top Ten in Artforum International.
Metal Gods, his second feature script, was selected to
participate in the Emerging Narrative Program at IFP’s
Independent Film Week, where the screenplay won the
Panasonic Digital Filmmaking Grand Prize. Putty Hill,
which premiered this year at the Berlinale’s International
Forum of New Cinema, will be released by Cinema Guild
in early 2011.

Rob is one of the founding Board members of the Rehoboth
Beach Film Society and the Rehoboth Beach Independent
Film Festival. He has been a published film reviewer
for more than 15 years, currently writing for The Cape
Gazette and Flixster (the owners of Rotten Tomatoes). He
is currently the Head of the English and Communications
Departments as well as a Film instructor at Delaware
Technical and Community College. When not doing any of
the above….he loves Nacho’s.
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LIVE IN THE LOUNGE:
In addition to planning your schedule of great films, don’t miss
what’s happening in the Big Tent. Read on to see what other
activities you may include as part of your Festival experience.

DOGFISH HEAD BEER TASTING
Friday (Nov 12), 8:00 PM
Location: Big Tent
(Sponsored by Dogfish Head Craft Brewery)

Dogfish Head Craft Brewery is known for brewing some of the most innovative beers and extraordinary spirits. Enjoy
samplings of Dogfish Head Craft Brewery’s off-centered ales known for their non-traditional ingredients.

As part of the Country Spotlight, we are pleased to bring India
to the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival by showcasing
traditional rituals of the Indian culture.

HENNA

Saturday (Nov 13), 5:00 PM
Location: at the India Exhibit in the Big Tent
(Sponsored by the Indo-American Association of Delaware)
Henna, an age old tradition of India has come alive as a mystic art form that has
evolved into today’s “Body Art.” The traditions of henna also known as Mehndi, are
various and ever changing. As the stories go in India, henna was originally only
applied to girls as a pre-wedding ceremony. The henna motifs served not only to
adorn the bride but also to epitomize her transformation from a virgin to a temptress
for her husband. Over time, Henna designs have gained much popularity among
the young and old, the contemporary and traditional, and anyone daring enough to
enhance their bodies with artistic embellishments. Henna is a temporary art form
made of natural ingredients including henna leaves, eucalyptus oil and tea water. It makes you feel special and
leaves you with a nice cooling sensation where applied. Have you always wanted a tattoo but couldn’t commit to the
permanency? Henna is your answer – try it!

INDIAN TEA TIME

Saturday (Nov 13), 6:00 - 7:00 pm
Location: Big Tent (bump-out)
(Sponsored by Indo-American Association of Delaware)
In India, tea or chai time is an affair as elaborate if not more so, as any other meal of the day. Masala Chai is a
wonderful spice milk tea from India that is now popular around the world. Mango Lassi is a refreshing, traditional
yogurt-based drink flavored with spices and fruits. In addition to a sample tasting, you will learn the history of these
beverages, how they are made, and gather recipes you can use at home.
It is traditional to serve snacks before coffee or tea. Enjoy delicious samples of savories that are lightly flavored
with spice. Just as Bollywood dancing is keeping feet tapping and gaining popularity around the world, Indian food
is creating a fire in palettes internationally as well.
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Saturday (Nov 13), beginning at 9:15 PM
Location: Big Tent
(Performed by the students of Jhankaar Bollywood Dance)
Bollywood dance is a fusion style from the film-making
capital of India: Bombay. This dynamic, modern style
combines elements of classical and folk dance from India,
the Middle East and Western popular dance, all performed
to the latest pop tunes and Bollywood movie soundtracks.
The dance heritage of India is over 5,000 years old. India
has 3 major dance forms, Classical dance, Folkloric and
now Bollywood. The most distinctive aspect of all Indian
dances is the use of hand gestures or “Mudras”. Hand
gestures relate the story of the musical lyrics in the most
graceful manner to the audience.
Choreographer and dancer Nisha A. Punjabi, creates a unique style of living poetry for her students through
dance. With over 20 years of teaching experience, performing, and commitment to ongoing study of the classical,
contemporary, and folk dances of India, her goal is to teach every student to become skillful, and relate to all in the
audience the true culture of the Indian Arts through dance.

CLOSING NIGHT CELEBRATION!
Join the casual, closing of the Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival’s thirteenth year. Audience winners for
Best Feature, Best Debut Feature, Best Documentary, and Best Short will be announced. The winning ticket for the
50/50 will also be selected.
No ticket is needed for this gathering. Beverages and food can be purchased from on-site vendors.
Also enjoy a second performance of Bollywood Dance at @ 6:30 pm.
So relax, reflect, and rejoice at the completion of another great Festival.
When: Sunday, November 14 5:00 pm – 7:00 pm
Where: Big Tent, Film Festival Box Office

ART AUCTION
The original artwork “Crabs at the Theater”, created by Nina Stamus, was the inspiration for the theme of this
year’s Festival design. This painting will be available for purchase via a silent auction to be conducted throughout
the Festival. Bids may be placed at the Information Booth in the Big Tent until 5:00 PM, Sunday, November 14, 2010.
The winning bid will be announced during the Closing Celebration

50/50 DRAWING
As part of the Film Society’s fundraising efforts, a 50/50 drawing will be held during the Film Festival. The winning
ticket will be picked and announced at the Closing Night Celebration. Tickets are tax deductible and help support
Festival production expenses. Cost: $1.00 per ticket
Tickets will be available at the Information Booth. 		
Drawing: @ 6:00 pm, Sunday, Nov 14

Li v e i n t h e l o u n g e

BOLLYWOOD DANCE

3 6 h o u r Fi l m C h a l l e n g e
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REHOBOTH BEACH 36-HOUR FILM CHALLENGE
Have you always wanted to make a film but thought you couldn’t write
a script or didn’t have enough time?
The 36-hour Film Challenge is your dream answer. Get ready by forming
a crew, selecting your cast, and getting plenty of sleep now!
The Challenge begins 5:00 pm on Friday, Nov 5. Your team will be given a
theme and possibly a prop, location, and/or a line of dialgue that must
be included in the film. Each team will have 36 hours to script, shoot,
edit, and submit a completed film (5 minutes or less in length). All films
must be submitted by 8:00 am, Sunday, Nov 7!
Entry Fee:
$50 per team due with registration (maximum of 20 teams may register)
To Register:
Go online at www.rehobothfilm.com
(Advance registration required by 5:00PM, Oct 29, 2010)

Rules:
Visit www.rehobothfilm.com
Prizes:
Best Film				

$500 cash

Runner-up				

$250 cash

Best Student Film			

$250 cash

Best Use of Theme			

$100 gift card

Best Cinematography			

$100 gift card

Screenings:
All submitted films will be screened in the
Upstairs Screening Room on Sunday, (Nov. 14)
Noon to 2:00 pm
Admission: $5
Sponsored by:
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(For children age 3 to 10)

1:00 pm – 3:00 pm , Saturday, November 13 		
Upstairs Screening Room, Movies at Midway
Admission: Free
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society knows the children are our future! The
next generation of film fans can participate in the Festival at Children’s
Cinema Corner, which features screenings of age-appropriate children’s
films, the reading corner, craft stations, play dough, a puppet theater,
and of course, face painting! Complimentary popcorn will be served at
these movies!
The first two films remind us all of the importance of
manners and sharing. Join unruly dinosaurs for an
unusual day of learning, recess, and show-and-tell in
How Do Dinosaurs Say Go To School? A pigeon learns
that finding a treasure becomes more special when it
is shared in The Pigeon Wants a Hot Dog!
Other films provide lessons in self-esteem and the
value of friends and family. In Splat the Cat, Splat is
concerned his first day at cat school will not go well,
so he takes along his mouse pal, Seymour. All is well
until Seymour escapes and Splat learns that cats are

supposed to chase mice. A young utensil believes his
life is just not cutting it—knife and chopsticks all have
it so much better than he—when he is surprised to
learn that his friends are jealous of his scooping skills
in Spoon. A dog pretends to be someone else’s pet just
to avoid a bath, but quickly learns that he misses his
family in Harry the Dirty Dog.
Finally, children from 1 to 100 will enjoy watching and
hearing a classic ditty brought to life by the musical
talents of Kevin Bacon in Wheels on the Bus.

Parent(s)/guardian(s) must sign in any child attending Children’s Cinema Corner. Parents are encouraged to stay
and enjoy the films and activities with their child(ren). If a parent/guardian chooses to leave a child at this event,
contact information must be provided and the child must be picked up by 3:00 pm.

Thank you to the following for assisting with this program:
Movies at Midway for providing popcorn.

Sussex County Reading Council, an affiliate of Diamond State Reading Association, for providing
supplies and volunteers for Children’s Cinema Corner.
Weston Woods for providing the films for Children’s Cinema Corner. Weston Woods is a division
of Scholastic Corporation, the world’s largest publisher and distributor of children’s books and
a leader in educational technology. For more information, please call 1-800-243-5020 or visit
www.scholastic.com/westonwoods or www.scholastic.com.

Children’s Cinema Corner

CHILDREN’S CINEMA CORNER

Fi e r b e r g a w a r d
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Morris and Roslyn Fierberg Student Film Award
Both Morris and Roz were actively involved in the development of the Rehoboth Beach Film
Society and its award-winning Rehoboth Beach Independent Film Festival. In the Festival’s
early years, their retail skills were instrumental in starting a Merchandise Booth. They
also assisted with reviewing films, recruiting additional volunteers, and encouraging others
to attend the Festival. Being quite resourceful, Roz and Morris persuaded two of their
sons, Andy and Stephen, to participate by facilitating seminars, allowing their films to be
exhibited, and conducting Q&A(s) after film screenings. The involvement of the Fierberg
family is greatly appreciated.
The Morris and Roslyn Fierberg Student Film Award was established in 2004 in memory of
Morris Fierberg. The fund’s name was expanded to include Roslyn just prior to her passing
in 2010.
The purpose of this award program is to encourage student film production by
acknowledging the outstanding work of a student film director. Full-time high school or
undergraduate students from the United States are eligible to participate.
Each year a review panel, consisting of (1) Fierberg family member or representative, a
teacher or professional in the film production area or art field, and the Film Society’s
Education/Outreach Coordinator, screen each submission and rate the films on originality,
execution, (technical proficiency in four areas) and overall quality. Award recipients are
announced in October each year. The first place award is a $1,000 cash prize and the
Honorable Mention award is a $250 gift card.

The Rehoboth Beach Film Society is pleased to announce the following
2010 Morris and Roslyn Fierberg Student Film Award recipients:
First Place: Cornelius Murphy
Cornelius Murphy earned his B.A. from Sarah Lawrence College in Bronxville, New York,
in May of 2010. This fall, he is attending Emerson’s MFA program on a full scholarship. His
film, Breadwinner, examines a strained father-son relationship. The protagonist, Douglas,
is a hardworking, self-made man while his father, Leonard, is an often out of work writer
who couldn’t provide stability for Douglas as a child. As Douglas reflects on the father-son
relationship, he at first feels disdain for his father, but slowly begins to question whether he
ever knew his father at all. [2009, Runtime: 10 min, Not rated]

Honorable Mention: Matt Hilferty
Matt Hilferty is a recent graduate of Drexel University’s Film & Video program. He is currently
a freelance video editor and is in the writing stages of several projects, with plans to eventually
write and direct in Hollywood. His Honorable Mention film, Rob Roar, is a fantasy/comedy
about an office employee named Bill, who is overworked and underappreciated. But Bill’s life
is turned upside down when Method actor/action star joins the office staff under the guise of
“researching” his next big role! [2010, Runtime: 12 min, Not rated]

The Film Society invites film enthusiasts, supporters of the Film Society, as well as friends and family
members of the Fierberg to make donations to the Morris and Roslyn Fierberg Student Film Award. It is
through donor generosity and the future generosity of others, that the Film Society will be able to continue
Morris’ commitment to youth and the art of filmmaking. If you are interested in making a donation to the
Morris and Roslyn Fierberg Student Film Award, please send a check to RBFS, 107 Truitt Ave., Rehoboth
Beach, DE 19971. All donations are tax deductible. Your support is appreciated.

T a b l e o OUr
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Our Thanks…
At thirteen, the Film Festival is now a teenager. It is amazing how this event has
matured over the years and yet, it is still growing, experiencing new adventures,
and most importantly, learning. All of which is done with the support and work of
many people to whom we will say...
Thank you…

Thank you…

to founders Rob Rector, Mariah Calagione, Joyce Felton, Tom
Shreeve, and Patti Shreeve for your vision and hard work in
establishing the foundation of this organization and event.

to Nisha Punjabi (Jhankaar Bollywood Dance) and the IndoAmerican Association of Delaware for helping to coordinate the
cultural activities of the Country Spotlight: India.

Thank you…

Thank you…

to all the filmmakers and distributors who provide films
that entertain, educate, inspire, and/or emotionally touch
thousand of film viewers.

Tiffany Derrickson, Brooke Lowe, Projectionist Kenny
Schmierer and the entire Movies at Midway staff for your
hard work during the Festival.

Thank you…

Thank you…

Richard Derrickson, for renting eight Movies at Midway
theaters to the RBFS which allows the audience to enjoy the
convenience of seeing many films in one location.

... to our summer film reviewers who assist with critiquing
numerous film submissions. Your input is helpful with the
film selection process.

Thank you…

Thank you…

Delaware Division of the Arts and the Delaware State Arts
Council for providing financial assistance which supports the
Film Society’s year-round operations. A special thanks to
Susan Salkin for your professional guidance.

every Festival attendee for supporting this event. Your
appreciation of the cinematic arts enables the film
selection to include a broad slate of diverse films from
throughout the world.

Thank you…

Thank you…

Media Sponsor Delaware Coast Press/Delaware Beachcomber/
delmarvanow!com for supporting this event from the beginning.

to the RBFS staff of Wendi Dennis, Cindy Hall, Malcolm
Keen, Nancy Knapp, Chuck Patalive, and Gloria Walls for
your commitment, hard work, and humor, all of which
resulted in wonderful improvements in organizational
operations this year.

Thank you…
Nina Stamus for providing the original artwork that was the
inspiration for this year’s Festival design.

Thank you…
Jeff Hughes (Hughes Design, Inc.) for making us smile with the
creative and humorous adaptation of the original artwork into
the design of this program and other collateral materials.

Thank you…
to each and every SPONSOR (see page12-13). Your generosity
and commitment to this event, even during current economic
challenges, benefits thousands of Festival attendees.

Thank you…
to the ad purchasers and film sponsors for helping to support
production of this event.

Thank you…
Sara McCraw and the Sussex County Reading Council, an
affiliate of Diamond State Reading Association, for helping to
coordinate the Children’s Cinema Corner.

Thank you…
Rehoboth Beach Film Society Board of Directors for sharing
your wisdom and skills in governing this organization. A
special thanks to Board President Fritz Schranck whose
leadership has prepared RBFS for the next step in the
organization’s development.

Thank you…
to every volunteer for donating your time and talents
throughout the year. You are why and how it happens!

Our thanks to all of you!
Sue Early, Executive Director
Joe Bilancio, Festival Program Director

T a b l e o f CMoenmt b
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The Rehoboth Beach Film Society thanks the following individuals (current members
as of 9/08/10) whose dues support the organization’s year-round operations:
Contributing
Directors
Kathryn Byrne
Clifford Diver
Lynn Fuqua
James A. Fuqua, Jr.
Darrel Grinstead
Anne M. Kuhns
Paul Kuhns
Nancy Leggoe
Sharon Miken
Diane Pirkey
Rita Reimer
Allen Stafford
Suzanne Ziegler
DIRECTOR LEVEL
Emily Abbott
Adelyn Aker
Scott Allegretti
Laura Ambler
Cary Ambler
James Andrews
Patricia Antonisse
Deborah Appleby
Janine Armstrong
Elayne Arsht
Dean Baker
Pamela Baker
Andrea Barros
Curtiss Barrows
John Barry, Jr.
Alan Barthelman
George Bauer
David Bergman
Jeanette Binstock
Mark Binstock
Cathin Bishop
Cathi Bost
Lawrence Bost
David Boyce
David Brant
Eugene Braverman
Jane Brooks
Trudy Bryan
Malora Buck
Ken Casazza
Jane Casazza
Cathy A. Casey
Denis Casey
Kathy Casey
Sandra Chinchilla
Laura Colker
Robert Corsette
Christine Corsette
Henry Cox
Ellen D’Alelio
Julie Davis
Beverly Denbo
Jy Denbo
Geri Dibiase
Janice Dickson
Vicki DiVittorio
Diane Dixson
Deanna Duby
Reid Dudley
Teri Dunbar
Doris Dytchel
Lisa Elliott
Gregory Estes
Jackie Finer
Leslie Finer
Al Firth
Todd Fishburn
Keven Fitzsimmons
Linda Frary
Craig Fraser
Rosalyn Fried
Jeffrey Fried
Joel Ganz, M.D.
Don Gardiner
Helen Gates
Mary Good
Diane Gordon
Roy A. Gordon
Marc Grainer
Diane Grainer

Robert Gratz
Sherry Gratz
David Greer
Betty Grunder
Gary Grunder
Tim Gualdoni
Alan Harmon
Joan Hartogs
Jack Herman
Stephanie Herman
Linda Hersey
Bill Hillegeist
Elizabeth Hochholzer
Rebecca Hollinger
Kathy Idziak
Chris Israel
Marti Jacobs
Karen Jacoby
Jim Johnson
Judith Jones
Walter Jones
Mick Kaczorowski
Nancy Kaiser
Rebecca Kaiser
Marcia Kaplin
Arnold Kaplin
Kevin Kaporch
Maureen Keenan
Kae Keister
Deborah Kennedy
George Knott
Carol Kolmerten
Eric Korpon
Genie Kramedas
Steven Kuchuck
Curt Leciejewski
Joan LeLacheur
Anita Lenz
John Lenz
Carol Levin
Kay Loysen
Jim Madgey
Michele Mankins
Marsha McLaurin
William McManus
Brett McNeilly
John Metz
Warren Michelson
Lee Wayne Mills
Charles Moscarillo
Natalie Moss
Judy Myers
Barbara Negus
Kim Nelson
David Nelson
John Newton, Jr.
Robert Nowak
Sandra Pace
Rosanne Pack
Sally Packard
Peggy Paul
Robert Peavy
Beth Pile
Evelyn Pilgrim
Kit Pilgrim
John Pitchford
Ralph Popp
Fran Rachles
Gary Ramage
Margo Ramage
Andrew Ranft
Andree Ranft
Betsy Reamer
Jay Reamer
Lee Rice
Abigail Ritter
Laura Ritter
Ellen Rodin
Susan Roehmer
John Roehmer
Robert Rosenberg
Stephen Ross
John Sabo
Susan Santschi
Laurie Schneider
Frederick Schranck
Susan Schranck

Faye Seltzer
Barbara Shaver
Matt Shepard
Lori Simmons
Laura Simon
Bob Slavin
John Smeallie
Rosanne Smith
Midge Smith
Mowry Spencer
Peggy Stark
John Stassi
Sydney Stearman
Phyllis Stearman
Jeff Stroud
Ariane Sumption
Stephen Sumption
Neal Tash
Ronald Tate
Alleane Taylor
Joan Thompson
David Torok
Helen Torosian
David Towey
Michael Tupman
Vivian Unger
Bonnie Walker
Doug Weidman
Linda Weidman
Elva Weininger
Taylor Wells
S. A. White
Mildred White
Robert Wiltshire
Carl Wisler
Charles Woods
Jon Worthington
Katherine Wu
James Wu
Alexander Yearley
Alan Zuckerman
EXECUTIVE
PRODUCER LEVEL
Guy Abernathy
Anita Adams
Ken Adams
Cynthia Albright
Roxana Alfaro
Kari Alperovitz-Bichell
William Ammann
Lois Anderson
Peggy Antonisse
Jim Antonisse
Lourdes Aponte
Robert Appleby
Joan Appleby
Tim Arnold
Melissa Baker
Kim Bakhtier
Marisa Barra
Maria Barrera
Colleen Barry
Johannah Barry
Dick Bawcombe
Sally Bawcombe
Margaret Beatty
Diana Beebe
Carole Benjamin
Peter Berkery, Jr.
Peter Berkman
Judith Berkman
Christine Besche
Shaku Bhaya
Melinda Bickerstaff
Sander Bieber
Bruce Bigelow
Leon Billings
Cherry Billings
Bev Billingsley
Jenifer Blair
Nancy Bloom
Jane Blue
Burma Bochner
George Bockius
Jean Bohner
Carol Boros

Carol Boyd-Heron
Tony Boyd-Heron
Frankie Bradshaw
Theo Braver
Seymour Brecher
Carol Bresler
Robert Brewer, Jr.
Susan Brown
Sandy Browning
Mary Ann Bruno
Bruce Bryen
Albert Buchanan
Emory Buck
Anne Buck
Jon Burke
Mary Burns
Joann Burstein
Philip Burstein
Carla Burton
Evan Bush
Barbara Butta
Joanne Cabry
Sandy Cameli
Laurel Capodanno
Peggy-Lynne Cardwell
Mary Carpenter
Dorothy Cartagena
Judy Catterton
Ken Catterton
Debra Catts
Sara Cavendish
Monica Chai
Bob Chambers
Patricia Chase
Edward Chase
Deborah Chase
Thomas Childers
Dorothy Chimienti
Stan Chincheck
Tammy Chincheck
Linda Christenson
Jacquie Christman
Larry Christman
James Chupella
Charles Churilla
Sharon Cilento
Maria Ciuffetelli
Sharon Clark
Valerie Cloutier
Chris Coburn
Rochelle Cohen
Jane Cohen
Gary Colangelo
John Coleman
Allison Colker
Elizabeth Consolvo
Mary Conte
Patrick J. Cooper
Audrey Cordrey
Carolyn Cotter
Marty Craft
Teresa Creager
William Cross
Ruth Crystal
Richard Culver
Joyce Dadant
Helen Daley
Nadinia Davis
Jackson Davis
Marsha Davis
Betty Deacon
Michael Decker
Sonja Decker
Hoyte Decker
Joan Demko
George Demko
Martha D’Erasmo
Jane deSolms
Marie Digennaro
Mary DiPietro
Claire DiStefano
Arthur Dochterman
Ronald Dotterer
Laura Dotterer
Zita Dresner
Lynda Dunham
Carol Eason

Irvin Eberhart
Nelson Eckert
Tilden Edwards
Jeffrey Elkner
Carole Ellison
Jim Ellison
Mack Emmert
Donna Emory
Robin English
Joan Epstein
Jim Esposito
Anne Evans
John Ewald
Anne Farley
Susan Farnandis
Joseph Feichtl
Nancy Feichtl
Ellen Feinberg
Chai Feldblum
Donna Ferragut
Sally Fintel
Cheryl Fischer
Roy Fitzgerald
Mary Folan
Mark Ford
Ann Forster
Beebe Frazer
Sarah Friebert
Janet Friedman
Sharon Friedman
Stephen Friedman
Harvey Fruman
Kathryn Fuller
Patrick Gaffney
Lynn Gaites
Ann Gardner
Helen Garton
Linda Gaskill
Susan Geller
Marion Gentul
Frederick P. German
Peter Gilbert
Christine Gillespie
Ed Gmoch
Fay Gold
Melvin Goldberg
Sadye Goldbloom
Michael Golder
Patricia Goldstein
Stuart Gordon
Susan Goudy
Jane Govatos
Sterling Green
Nettie Green
Rick Grier-Reynolds
Rachel Grier-Reynolds
Tom Griffith
Suzanne Gross
Joan Grozalis
Terence Gurley
Joann Gusdanovic
Jane Guyer
Bernard Guyer
Gretchen Haag
Henry Hain, III
John Hall
Cindy Hall
Christopher Hall
Barbara Halleck
Chet Halleck
Cathy Hamill
Gary Hanna
Sharon Hansen
Rita Hanuschock
Judith Harbaugh
Rebecca Hardin
Jamie Harms
Bobbie Hart
Donald Hecht
Catherine Hefferman
Barbara Herzog
Richard Herzog
Walter Hetfield
Stanley Heuisler
Betsey Heuisler
Michael J. Higgins
Janet Higgins

Robert Hill
Jerome Hofer
Lawrence Hoffman
Elizabeth Hofstad
John Holl
Jeanne Holl
Tom Holub
Barbara Holub
Lesa Howard
Mary Howard
Kristen Huber
Susanne Huey
Rodney Huey
Karen Hugues
Nate Hurto
Dawn Hurto
Phil Hutchison
Gary Jackoway
Fay Jacobs
Valorie Jarrell
Joan Jennings
Kathleen Jennings
Stan Jensen
William Johnson
Marty Johnson
Ken Johnson
Carolyn Jones
Beth Joselow
Eric Kafka
Larry Kahan
Brenda Kahan
Gaye Kahigian
Carol Kahn
Burt Kahn
Mary Kaltreider
Fred Kaltreider
Janet Kane
Jim Kane
Anita Kaplan
Jon Kauffman
Teresa Kauffman
Jennie Keith
Ken Keller
Barbara Kelly
Linda Kemp
Joanne Kempton
Frances Kendall
Janet Kennedy
Sandra Kennedy
Christine King
Daniel Kinsella
Bonnie Kirkland
Gershon Klein
Goldie Klein
Greg Kodjanian
Marcia Kolko
Jan Konesey
Charma Konnor
Eve Kovalchick
Roger Kramer
Charlene Kramer
Myra Kramer
Christine Lally
Jane Larson
Carole Laspino-Franks
Vic Laws
Jean Laws
Elizabeth Layton
Pat Layton
Emily Leader
Amy Lear
Sally Lengel
Karen Levin
M. Walter Levine
Mimi Levine
Paul Levine
Larry Levine
Pat Lewis
Barbara Lilien
Gary Lippe
Judy Lippe
Constance Lohse
Tina Lucarelli
Wayne Lucarelli
Joyce Lussier
Doris Lustine
Peggy Lyle

Maura MacIssac
Susan Maclary
Penny MacLennan
Christopher Magaha
Patricia Magee
Christian Mahaffey
Barbara Mahaffey
Gail Maidenbaum
Marcia Maldeis
Tom Mandel
Maryanne Manzi
Marti Marino
Kate Markert
Harold Marmon
Emily Marston
Norma Martin
Guy Martin
Kathryn Matassa
Claire McCabe
David McCall
Bill McGee
Timothy McGlynn
Cathleen McGrath
Jan McKenzie
Ann McNeil
Betty Ann McNeil
J.O. Meadows
Carol Meadows
Robert Meighan
Gail Meighan
Michele Meisart
Monte Meltzer
Arthur Melvin
Sallie Melvin
Cornelia Melvin
Charles Meyer, Jr.
Judith Meyers
Chuck Mezger
Joyce Michalek
Mary Miele
Mark Milford
Dolores Milford
C. Richard Miller
Laurie Mills
Stan Mills
Carl Mills
Neal Minietta
Mary Miranda
Frank Miranda
Jessica Mong
Thomas Morris
Barton Morrison
Jody Morrison
Renee Murch
J. Andrew Murphy
Deborah Murphy
Mark Nadel
Paula Nadig
Robert Nadig
Gilbert Navarro
Keith Neale
Joseph Neenan
Dawn Nelson
Donna Nicholson
Konrad Noebel
Doris Northrup
Ashley Oland
Alan O’Leary
Sandra Oropel
Mary Jane Ostinato
Elena Padrell
Bud Palmer
Richard Palmer
Linda Palmer
George Palmer
Judith Palmer
Jay Pastore
Michael Patrylow
Tim Patterson
Dan Payne
Carol Pearson
Mary Peck
Thom Pemberton
Thomas Perkins
Jane Perkins
Connie Peterson
Marianne Petillo
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James Sowers
Madge Lee Spector
Richard Sprague
Janet Sprague
Pat Staby
Erik Stancofski
Hiba Stancofski
Luanne Stanley
Wave Starnes
Barbara Steinke
Mary Ann Stewart
Jill Stokes
David Storms
John Stovall
Ellen Stovall
Scott Strickler
Cathy Strodel
Karen Stroney
Kate Supplee
Patricia Swed
Aleta Thompson
Suzanne Thurman
Avrim Topel
Vicki Topel
Antoninette Tortorella
Cecelia Toth
Michael Treger
Joe Tropiano
Rosalind Troupin
Dana Ulery
Jeremiah Underhill
Joel Underwood
Marcel Unger
Monica Viana
Don Voth
Don Wainwright
Rose Walker
Gloria Walls
Carolyn Walter
Phyllis Wann
Al Wann
Barbara Warnell
Shelley Wasserman
Charles Wasserman
Cleora Waters
Ellen Watkins
Bernice Weinacht
Denise Weiner
Shirley Weiner
Helen Weiss
Bobbie Wendel
Ed Wendel
Robert Wheland
Gail Whitman
Aimee Wiest
James Wigand
Herb Wilgis
Margaret Wilkins
Genevieve Wilson
Eugene Wilson
Arthur Windreich
Gail Winkler
Paul Winkler
Linda Winton
Bobbie Wolf
Carole Woodyard
Richard Wray
Karen Wray
Barbara Wright
Ed Wulkan
Elizabeth Wulkan
William Wyatt
Stephen Yaros
Judy Yeager
Herb Yeager
Winifred Young
George Yu
Bill Zak
Kit Zak
Zando Designs
Carol Zimmerman
John Zinsmeister
Yona Zucker
Gary Zupco
ASSOCIATE
PRODUCER LEVEL
Sheri Ackerman
James Alexander Jr.
Shirley April
Gayle August
Terry August
Ann Bailey

Pat Bangs
Jane E. Bardon
Bernadine Bauer
Lawrence Beach
Gregory Beal
Richard Belanger
Carla Boynton
Paul Bradley
Carole Bradt
Gary Breakwell
Jane Brousseau
Jane Buckley
Tony Burns
Howard Butler
Bernadine Butler
Carole Calhoun
Rita L. Carey
Sandra Carter
Rose Cebular
Randall Clayton
Gary Clemmons
Michael Cole
Robert Connelly
Richard Contee
Pauline Copans
Sal Corrallo
Diana Cowell
Christine Cronenwett
Kenneth Currier
Rose Cybak
Diane Daniel
Russell Davies
Harriet Davies
Robert Davison
Susan Davison
John DeCore
James Delaplane
Charlotte Dennis
Carol Dobson
Ruth Draper
Perry Drevo
Dorothy Duggan
Patricia Dukes
Sue Early
Brad Edwards
Pisha Eliason
Mary Ann Elliott
Janice Erich
Candice Evans
Joan Fagan
Alice Fagans
Robert Falb
Carolyn Falb
Debi Feder
Arline Fleischer
Jean Fleishman
Helen Flood
David Fogle
Karen Frank
Jean Fry
Larry Fry
Jo Ann Gallo
Floyd Gallo
Mindy Gasthalter
Yvonne Gatlin
Murry Gatlin
Daniel Gaughan
Brenda Gibbons
Natalie Gilbert
Robert Gingrich
Carol Goldbach
Mary Gosselink
Shelly Grabel
Jane Graham
Thomas Grove
Warren Gump
Roberta Hagen
Lana Halpern
Dorothy Hand
Pat Hansen
Janine Harrison
Pat Hendrickson
Kay Hickman
Joanne Howes
Jake Hudson
Claudia Hughes
John Hulse
Andrea Illig
Dianne Jacobini
Wallace Johnson
Carol Jones
James Jones
Connie Jones

Ann Jornlin
Frank Jornlin
Lynne Judd
Barbara Kaplan
Philip Katz
Barbara Katz
Janice Keane
Winifred Kee
Marge Keyes
Margot Kia
Kim Klabe
Dr. Carole Klase
Martin Klauber
Hope Klauber
Richard Klaus
Frances Kling
Joyce Koeneman
Joan Kostelnik
Sandy Koubek
Elizabeth Krushinskie
Joan Kuriansky
Diane Lane
Mathilda Laschenski
Ralph Lawson
Cris Lazo
Kate Ledry
James Lefever
Iris Lefever
Sally Lentz
Alexander Lincoln
Cowan Linda
Harry Linowes
Judie Linowes
Ed Livingston
Ginger Livingston
Vanessa Loper
William Lowery
Daniel Lyons
Sally Lyston
Joan Madeksza
Henry A. Madeksza
Mimi Mager
Claudia Masco
Toni Mason
Shana Masullo
Ruth Ann Mattingly
Tom McCall
James McMahon
Cathy McNeill
James McWilliams
Holly Melzer
Gary Messina
Elizabeth Metzler
Ellen Millner
John Mixon
Wanda Mixon
Rene Guy Mongeau
Robert Moore
Margaret Moore
Greg Mullen
Barbara Mullin
Mary Murdoch
Lee Mussoff
Bee Neild, III
Deena Newman
Carl Newman
Jon Newsom
Iris Newsom
Ann Nolan
Russ Notar
Margaret O’Connell
Mark O’Donnell
Isabell Ortiz
David Osborn
Lowell Owens
Kristina Owens
Marjorie Owens
Sophie Papanikolaou
Richard Paul
Danica Paul
Beverly Peltz
Paul Penniman
Barbara Perry
Mimi Peters
Nydia L. Pieczanski
Dana Pisanelli
Jayme Pittsonberger
Barry Pokrass
Gloria Pound
Marc Pound
Chris Powers
Tina Proveaux
Donnee Ramelli

Candy Ramelli
Patricia Renninger
Timothy Ring
Tricia Roberts
Sandra Roberts
Mark Robinson
Timonthy Rodden
Lisa Roddis
Gina Rodger
Fred Rodger
Elgene Roe
Jay Roomey
Merle Rose
Nadyne Rosin
Michelle Rumble
Wesley Rumble
Gail Russell
Valentina Rusu
Susan Sands
Sharyn Santel
Everett Santos
Barbara Santos
Lynn Sawlivich
Ruth Schetman
Lynda Schoeninger
Tom Schoeninger
Amy Schrader
Geoffrey Schulz
Vera Seleznow
Everett Shawen
Ellen Sher
Everett Sillers
Brenda Sims
Michael Skinner
Mary Slattery
Mary Ann Slinkman
Renee Slobasky
Charlotte Smith
Anne Marie Sopko
Sandra Stanaitis
David Stevens
Betty Stevens
Jerome Strum
Casey Suits
Don Szczepkowski
Anna Taylor
Barbara Teal
Lorraine Terraneo
Margaret Quinn Tessier
David Theil
David Thomas
Kathleen Thompson
Jeane Torrence
John Travis
Maria Turner
Raymond Turner
Hope Tyler
Michael Tyler
Paula Varrassi
Barton Veret
Jennifer Walker
Margaret Ward
Richard Ward
Richard Warden
Barbara Warden
Jennifer Watkins
Lori-Christina Webb
Jeannette Webber
Ann Weir
Karen Wexler
Patricia Whiteside
John Wieseman
Paula Williams
Stephen Wise
Gretta L. Wolter
LaVonne Wontorek
Jean Woodman
Linda Wymbs
Eric Youngdale
Debbie Zimmer
Bill Zimmer
Donald Zimmerman
Film Buff Level
Becky Abel
Maria Acciarri
Annemarie Albaugh
Brook Andrews
Roslyn Aubuchon
Sarah Barnett
Victoria Barstow
Nicholas Benton
Don Bevan

Tom Biesiadny
Linda Blake
Linda Blumner
Carolyn Bruce
Thomas Bruce
Tim Cabrey
Vicky Cairns
Robin Carney
Robert Carolan
John Cigler
Robert Cohen
Phyllis Cohen
Joyce Condry
Jim Condry
Cal Copp
Karen Cormier
David Cummings
Diane Daum
Christine Davidson
Maryellen Davis
Linda Dean
Thomas Deets
Mary Deets
Scott deKuyper
Donna deKuyper
Jay Delozier
Keith Demko
Gerald Denisof
Wendi Dennis
Richard Diefenbeck
Marlene Director
Joe Donahue
Maryann Donnan
Kelly Fanto
Steve Fanto
Nancy Feldman
Margaret Ferguson
Joan Fiss
Elizabeth Fleming
Laurel Fountain
Michael Fountain
Debbi Frank
Clara Gannon
Joanne Gartenman
Lois Gillespie
John Gleason
Michele Gordon
Linda Grahne
James Grahne
Anne Hanna
Patricia Hannon
Paul Hardwick
Blossom Harris
Helen Heinemann
Alice Hendry
James Henry
James Herrell
Larry Hooker
Robert Hotes
Butch Hovis
Chris Hunter
Nan Hunter
Dennis Ignasias
Jean Insolia
Tony Insolia
Claire Ippoliti
Diane Issel
Kathleen Jay
Kara Johnson
Cindy Johnson
Zachary Johnson
Charles H. Jones
Lisanne Kane
Rosalynd Katz
Alan Katz
Don Kaufman
Barbara Keate
Malcolm Keen
Loretta Kelley
Dianne Killpack
Darlene Knight
Jack Knight
Dean Kotlowski
Andree Lavu
Marianne Levin
Leon Levin
Marsha Levine
Jack Malloy
Patricia McAteer
William McCathran
Ellen McCathran
Terri McCauley
Marlene McCauley

Patrick McCoy
Sybil McKennon
Gloria Merryman
John Merryman
Glenn Mills
Clare Mundell
Gabrielle Nadig
Robert Nagy
Terry O’Byrne
Sarah Palmer
Linda L. G. Palmer
Marilyn Panagopoulos
E.J. (Elvira) Panico
Fred Panico
Gloria Pasternak
Sheila Patterson
Jim Powell
Kay Powell
James Prescott
Carolyn Quinn
Mike Quinn
Anita Reber
Margene Reeder
Ralph Reeder
Suzanne Reinke
George Reissig
Terry Roth
Joan Rudick
Marie Sardone
Robert Scannell
Marc Scheineson
Cathy Scheineson
Jacob Schiavo
Mark Schoenfelder
Mary Schwanky
John Schwanky
John Seals
Joan Sherry
Barry Simmerman
Elaine Simmerman
Patty Soffronoff
Ernie Soffronoff
Milton Somers
Carole Somers
Tamara Steele
Neil Stevenson
Judith Stout
Mary Stuart
Carolyn Theim
Chris Theim
Thomas Tinus
Judy Turner
Bruce Vander-Clute
Barbara Vaughan
Mary Ann Waelde
Bob Wasserbach
Carol West
Donna Whiteside
Caryl Williams
Linda Wolf
Bill Wood
Pat Wood
Holly Wright
Tony Wright
Martha Zimmerman
STUDENT LEVEL
McKinnon deKuyper
Jaime Deptula
Anita Galdieri
Nicholas Venti
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Bob Pettit
Erin Pettit
Malcolm Peverley
Fred Pflieger
Anne Pikolas
Guido Pittaccio
Mari Plowman
Jon Plowman
Patricia Porta
Robert Porta
Kathy Potts
Catherine Priest
Bonnie Quesenberry
Cray Rader
Ryan Rainey
Julie Lynn Ramsey
Patricia Rayne
Valerie Reber
Charlie Reeves
Joan Reeves
Patty Reichert
Jim Reichert
Sandra Reznick
Helen Richards
Elaine Rifkin
Erik Rifkin
Salvatore Rinaudo
Kate Ring
Jim Ring
Carole Robbins
Jane Roberts
Patricia Romaine
Richard Ronan
Josephine Ronan
Chuck Rorbach
Linda Rosenzweig
Jennifer Rothgeb
Sally Roy
Richard Rubin
Carol Rudolph
Janet Russo
Tom Ryan
Sue Saliba
Susan Salkin
Christina Samson
Carole Sandy
Nancy Santos
Wendy Schadt
Felicia Schembri
Ronald Schiff
Peggy Schiff
Trish Schmer
Betsy Schmidt
Peter Schott
Phil Schreiber
Sharon Schreter
Robert Schreter
Jane Schubert
Mona Schwartz
Carol Schwartz
Susan Schwelling
Glen Sea
Winnie Sebastian
Gloria Segree
Ramsay Selden
Craig Sencindiver
Mary Settembrini
Jonathan Sharp
Gwyneth Sharp
Jean Shaw
Mary Shea
Susan Sherman
David Shotwell
David Shuey
Gary Siegel
Theresa Simmons
Evelyn Simmons
Bud Simon
Joanne Sinsheimer
Jerry Sipes
Mary Jo Slowey
Gail Smith
Perrin Smith
Jeanne Smith
William Smith
Charles Smith
Dreama Smith
Elizabeth Snook
Jeff Socorso
Jeanne Solomon
C. Wesley Sooy
Gloria Soto
Philip Soucy
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Film Society Contributors
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society thanks the following individuals,
businesses, and foundations who made a financial donation to an
endowment fund, the annual campaign, a program, and/or for general
operating expenses during the period of 9/10/09 – 9/9/10.
Every contribution is greatly appreciated.
Thank you.
Anita & Ken Adams
Kae Keister
R. Hugh Andrew
Joanne Kempton
Pamela Baker
Jack & Darlene Knight
Steven Baker
Joan Kostelnik
Angrea Barros
Imogene Kramedas
John Barry
Law Office of Edward C. Gill
Johannah Barry		
Pat Layton
David Boyce
Catherine Loysen
David Brandt
Barbara Maury
Carol Bresler
Jim McGlynn
Trudy M. Bryan
Michelle Meisart
Jane Buckley
Arthur Metcalf
Diane Carlson
Warren Michelson
Dorothy Cartagena
Warden Michelson
Edward & Patricia Chase
Robin Mockenhaupt
James Chupella
Charles Moscarillo
Valerie Cloutier		
Natalie Moss
Chris Coburn		
Barbara Mullin
Richard & Phyllis Contee		
Carolyn Cotter
Richard Culver
Kathy Davison
Gerald Denisof
Ruth Dickerson
Diane Dixson
Mariam Forbes
Dorothy Frances
Rick Givens
Jeffrey Goddess
Melvin Goldberg
Mary Elizabeth Gosselink
Marc & Diane Grainer
Elizabeth & Gary Grunder
Bernard & Jane Guyer
Alan Harmon
Alice Hendry
Jackson & Judith Henry
Jo Anne Hicks
Elizabeth Hochholzer
Rebecca Hollinger
Claudia Hughes
Stan Jensen
Martha Johnson
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Nancy B. Jones
Eric Kafka

Lenore Mussoff
John Newton
Alan O’Leary
Marilyn Panagopoulos
Barbara Perry
Kit & Evelyn Pilgrim
Nadyne Rosin
Gail A. Russell		
John Sabo
Ronald & Peggy Schiff
Amy Schrader
Fritz & Susan Schranck
Gloria Segree
Barbara Shaver		
Everett M. Shawen
Joan Sherry
Evie Simmons
Deb Small

Mowry Spencer
Avrim & Vicki Topel		
Thomas Toth
Joe Tropiano		
Rosalind Troupin
Ed Turner
Mary Ann Waelde
Mary Ann Waldo
Norma Wallace
Lori Webb
Jeannette Webber
James Wigand
Women’s Civic Club of
Bethany Beach
Jean Andrews Woodman
Suzanne Ziegler
Lynette & Guy Zimmerman
Carol Zimmerman
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COMMENT FORM
The Rehoboth Beach Film Society strives to improve the Film Festival each year. As a
Festival attendee, your suggestion(s) can help enrich and improve this event. Please take
a few minutes to complete this form. Your input is very much appreciated.
I heard about the Film Festival through (Check All That Apply):
q member mailings

q print media ads

q TV ads

q website

q other (please specify) _____________________

The zip code for my primary residence is _________________________

Please offer any comments/suggestions on the following Festival production areas:
Film selection:

Festival catalog:

Website:

Ticket sales:

Merchandise:

Theater Audience Management:

Seminars:

Other Comments/Suggestions:

Thank you for submitting your completed form to the Information Booth in the Big Tent or mailing it to:
Rehoboth Beach Film Society, 107 Truitt Ave., Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971
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Welcome to the Rehoboth
Beach Film Society,
offering you access to entertaining,
thought-provoking, and diverse film
events year-round including:
• Rehoboth Beach Independent Film
Festival
• Monthly Screenings (upstairs screening
room, Movies at Midway)
• Around the World (international film
series)
• Cinema & Art (Bringing art and artists to
the screen with the Rehoboth Art League)
• Fun with Filmmaking (children’s summer
series)
• Another Take (A gay and lesbian-themed
film series)
• Special events and student/youth
programs

All members receive the
following core benefits:
• Discounted admission to monthly
screenings
• Discount admission to select RBFS events
• Newsletter (three per year) sent by regular
post or email, your choice
• Advance notice of Film Society events
• Souvenir Festival program with your name
listed
• Complimentary access to RBFS film
library.
• Early Box Office admission for purchase of
Festival tickets to that day’s screenings.
Two tickets per film title for individual
members, four tickets per film title for
couple members.
• Advanced ticket purchasing privilege
beginning 7:00 pm on Friday

2010 Membership Application
The Film Society is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. Contributions
are considered charitable for federal income tax purposes and may be
deducted to the fullest extent of the law. Return completed form with a
check payable to RBFS or provide credit card information in the space
at the bottom of this page. Thank you for your support!

New Member

Renewing Member

Gift Membership

Student
$20 individual
Full-time students with a current photo id qualify for a discounted
membership with core benefits listed on this page.
		
Film Buff
$35 individual
$55 couple
Film Buff members receive the core benefits listed on this page.
Associate Producer
$65 individual
$105 couple
Associate Producer members receive the core benefits listed on this
page plus:
• May purchase tickets for entire Festival with one trip to the Tent
		 Box Office beginning on Wednesday (Note: Advanced ticket sales
		 on Wednesday are for AP members only.)
		
Executive Producer
$130 individual
$220 couple
Executive Producer members receive the core benefits listed on this
page plus:
• Pre-Festival ticket purchasing with one order
• Complimentary Festival film vouchers, 1 per individual membership
		 or 2 per couple membership
Director
$265 individual
$480 couple
Director members receive the core benefits listed on this page plus:
• Pre-Festival ticket purchasing with one order
• Complimentary Festival film vouchers, 2 per individual membership
		 or 4 per couple membership
• Complimentary beverage card for Festival booth (5 drink card for
		 individual, 10 drink card for couple)
• Priority seating at Festival films for member and one guest
• Complimentary Festival souvenir poster
• 20% discount on the purchase of one short-sleeve Festival T-shirt

The satisfaction of helping to bring the art of
independent film to local communities.

Contributing Director
$400 individual
$600 couple
• All of the Director benefits plus sponsorship of one Festival film
which includes name mention as film sponsor in Festival program, a
complimentary ticket to selected film, and opportunity to introduce film.

Note: Each membership is good for one Film
Festival and will be based on the following
quarterly schedule:

In support of the Film Society’s efforts, I am enclosing an additional
donation of $__________
Interested in volunteering?
Throughout the year
Festival only

Jan 1 – March 31 sign-ups > expire Dec 31
April 1 – June 30 sign-ups > expire March 31
July 1 – Sept 30 sign-ups > expire June 30
Oct 1 – Dec 31 sign-ups > expire Sept 30

Name (please print)

Partner Name (for couple memberships only)

Address

Thank you for joining the
Rehoboth Beach Film Society!
Your membership will provide opportunities
to see quality films, meet new people, and
engage in stimulating conversations.
OFFICE USE ONLY

Date:

Amount Paid:

www.rehobothbeachfilm.com

City

Primary Contact Number

phone: (302)645-9095

Credit Card:
fax: (302)645-9460

Zip Code

Email Address (Yes, send me e-mails about film events)

Visa or MasterCard #			

Ck#

State

Expiration date: Month/Year

Level:
107 Truitt Ave

Exp. Date:
Rehoboth Beach

Level Change:
Delaware 19971
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SERVICES

I f yo u t h i n k t h e F e s t i va l i s f u n,
yo u s h o u l d s e e w h at w e d o
the rest of the year!
Become a member and enjoy independent film and special
events year-round.
Another Take - is a series featuring gay and lesbianthemed films. (Co-sponsor with CAMP Rehoboth)
Around the World - offers a monthly film
screening of international films followed by a discussion on the
first Wednesday of each month, 7:00 pm at the Movies at Midway.
The event, is free and open to the public (Co-sponsored with the
Lewes Public Library and Movies at Midway)
Cinema & Art - brings art and artists to the big screen.
(Co-sponsored with the Rehoboth Art League and the
INN at Canal Square)
DELMARVA ROOTS - features films about the rich
history of the Delmarva region. (Winter series co-sponsored with
the Milton Historical Society)
FESTIVAL FILM REVIEWS - Film critic wannabes can be
a part of the film selection process. Review sessions are held in
Rehoboth Beach and Bethany Beach during the summer months.

FUN WITH FILMMAKING - A summer series which

MONTHLY SCREENINGS -

provide a screening of an
independent film every fourth Friday of each month (September –
May) in the upstairs screening room at the Movies at Midway.

MORRIS AND ROSLYLN FIERBERG STUDENT
FILM AWARD - An award designed to encourage student
film production by acknowledging the outstanding work of a
student film director with a financial award on an annual basis.

SUMMER OUTDOOR SCREENINGS - Cinema
by the Canal and Cinema by the Surf provide families with a
wonderful experience of watching films outdoors.
WHAT MAKES US TICK? - a film and discussion series
that explores the mysteries of human behavior. The 2011 January
series will focus on competition.
AND MORE…

You never know what fun new event will
be offered so sign up for our email Weekly Update by visiting
www.rehobothfilm.com.

introduces children (ages 7 to 10 years) to the basics of
filmmaking. The program is offered in collaboration with
community-based libraries.

MARK YOUR CALENDAR NOW! NEXT YEAR’S FESTIVAL:

{

NOV 9TH – 13TH, 2011

302-645-9095 / www.rehobothfilm.com

}

